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This research, a computer-assisted analysis of f i f th  
century drama covering th irty-s ix  plays: eleven of
Aristophanes, eighteen of Euripides, and seven of Sophocles, 
contains detailed information concerning the distribution of 
le t te rs  in their works.
•I A general le t te r  count was refined in terms of vowels 
and consonants, and the six consonant groups: gutturals,
labials, dentals, liquids, aspirates, and sibilants. Each 
play was examined individually f i r s t  as a whole and then in 
part, the trimeter sections, for as a le t te r  or a group is  
to the whole so should i t  be to the part. And i f  not, why 
not?
A principal consideration was the contribution of 
s ib ilants as a 'sound*, Sigma was regarded adversely by 
l ite rary  c r it ics  in antiquity; this provides a useful link 
between quantity and quality. With a view to ob jectiv ity , 
the programmed research was designed with few assumptions 
and the raw data collected without bias. That is , no a. 
priori assignments of subjective factors such as 'harshness' 
were made. The frequency of every le t te r  in an in i t ia l ,  
medial, or f inal position within a phonetic-word and within 
a verse-line was recorded. Each play, and subsequently each 
author, was described in terms of vowel to consonant ratio , 
consonant group representation, consonant group position ( i ,  
m, or f ) , and consonant group a l l i te ra t ion  in trimeter 
scenes. Rudimentary ’ voice-prints ' for each author emerged 
indicating individual tra its , preferences, and 
time-dependent features of an author's style. Differences 
be tween Comedy and Tragedy were measured and the question of 
Euripides' alleged excessive sigmaticism examined in fu l l .  
Evidence of Aristophanes* comic characterization o f 
Euripides was presented in  some detail.
Abbreviations
The key to the abbreviations and special symbols used 
in  this text appear below.
DOP Date of production
DW Dictionary word
DWC Dictionary word count
f  fin a l
FH F irs t half
FP Full play
i  in i t ia l
LE Lyric etc.
m medial
ML Measured l e f t
MR Measured right
PW Phonetic word




TL Trimeter lin e
TSA Trimeter section a llite ra tion





For Greek authors and their works I  have followed the 
method o f abbreviations used in  the revised (1925—40) 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Ct* 6ecv^. nou$£j (w&f)u)qou Secvoz^ov  (TtAtt.
Ant, 332-3.
That’ s Greek to everyone. Speaking, or more 
appropriately for the passage cited above, singing these 
words was the intended mode o f expression. Greek plays were 
meant to be spoken and heard not (prim arily) copied and 
read. Classical Greek authors composed for the ear.. Time 
and trad ition  changed the emphasis. Now, the eyes have i t .  
Today, Greek language and lite ra tu re  is  treated as i f  i t  
were written for the eye ahd not fo r the ear.
In The Sound of Greek the la te  Professor W. B. 
Stanford seeks to restore the liv in g  voice and thereby 
enhance the power and attractiveness of Greek lite ra tu re . 
What concerns him
. . .  is  not a sup erfic ia l matter of assonance 
or a l lite ra t io n  or onomatopoeia and the lik e . It  
i s  the very substance i t s e l f  of Greek lite ra tu re .  
I f  we read Greek lite ra tu re  s ilen t ly  we are doing 
something almost as inadequate as studying the 
Venetian painters in  black and white 
reproductions. I f  we do read i t  aloud but read i t  
-  as so many at present do -  with attention only 
to the metre, ignoring the other elements of 
euphony, we might as w ell be thumping out a Bach 
toccata and fugue on a xylophone. There i s  this  
great difference, of course, that in  music the 
sound is  everything, while in  lite ra tu re  i t  is  
generally  subordinate to the conceptual meaning. 
B u t ,. . .  the poetic meaning in  the fu lle s t  sense 
often depends much more on the sound o f the words 
than i s  generally  recognized. (1 )
Professor Stanford reviewed the wide in terest in  
phonology and euphony among the ancients. Two kinds of 
investigations were prominent. On the one hand, 
philosophers and sc ien tists  studied language as an 
embodiment of nature and truth; on the other hand, the 
sophists and rhetoricians viewed language as an instrument 
fo r persuasion and p leasure-giv ing. Among the philosophers 
Herakleitos, without formulating any spec ific  theories of 
sound, apparently believed, lik e  early Pythagoreans, that 
there was a direct natural connexion between words and their
-  2 -
referents. The word 'etymology1 ( truth-in-words) enshrines 
th is attitude. (2 )
The doctrine of a natural kinship between words and 
their referents was opposed by Demokritos who asserted that 
words are only signs fo r things decided on by convention 
( 8e<rec ) ,  and not produced by nature ( y6<rec ) .  
Nevertheless, he composed studies on the beauty of words and 
on euphonious and cacophonous le tte rs . (3 )
The ea r lie s t  fu lly  extant discussion of the sound of 
words in  Greek comes in  P la to 's  Cratylos. Socrates is  asked 
to jo in  in  a discussion on whether words have a natural 
a ffin ity  with what they denote or are merely conventional 
and arb itrary  signs as Demokritos believed. That i s ,  did 
the o rig in a l inventors of words choose their sounds to 
express natural q u a lit ie s  o f the things they wished to 
describe or did they not?
During the course of the discussion which fo llow s  
Socrates expounds a theory to explain the etymological 
method of analyzing words. He o ffe rs  a new de fin it ion  of 
descriptive words. Instead o f h is e a r lie r  de fin ition  of a 
word as 'an instrument fo r distinguishing the elements of 
r e a l i t y ',  (388b-c), he suggests that a word i s  a vocal 
im itation or re-presentation ( )  o f i t s  
object (423b). In other words, he turns from semantics 
(meaning) to phonetics (sound).
-  3 -
Socrates points out that we mime things by gestures of 
the hand or body. Similarly, a descriptive word may be 
regarded as a vocal gesture. But another kind o f word goes 
much deeper and represents more general qua lities , such as 
flow, motion, and restra in t, qu a lities  which Socrates claims 
are nearer to the essential r e a lity  ( o v < r C o t , ) o f things. 
He concentrates on the second type, the phonetic expression 
o f the inner nature of things, and with his typical mocking 
modesty illu s tra tes  his meaning by showing that certain 
le tte rs  naturally express physical qu a lities .
Rho expresses motion because in pronouncing this le t te r  
the tongue is  least at rest and most strongly vibrated; 
io ta  is  apt for thin and narrow things (presumably from the 
position of the l ip s );  oraicron expresses round things and 
indicates the notion o f in tern a lity ; tau and delta express 
binding and stopping on account of the thrust and pressure 
o f the tongue. (426c-427b)
Socrates thinks that le tte rs  can even suggest eth ical 
or dimensional qu a lities : omega, in which the mouth is
widest, may express granduer; eta, length, (427c) Earlier 
he surmised that epsilon, eta, and zeta had more magnificent 
sounds that io ta  and delta, (418c)
He then shows how these natural sound-gestures are 
found in various words. For example, in the in i t ia l  o f
the words } , and ^Auni/ the gamma,
which holds back the movement of the tongue, indicates the
_ 4 -
nature of the gluey quality  while the lambda, with it s  
g lid in g  movement, gives an impression of liq u id ity . (427b) 
Sim ilarly , Socrates suggests that the strong breath required 
in  the le tte rs  phi, psi, sigma, and zeta has mimetic force  
in  words lik e  ^eo v/ , <r4tfc<rt9ot(, » and so on.
(424c)
Analysis of this type is  lik e ly  to make modern 
lin gu is ts  shiver, seethe, and shake. Moreover, one cannot 
be sure that Socrates him self is  moved by i t .  Nevertheless, 
'Longinus1 and Demetrius among others c ite  many examples of 
poets who evoked those phonetic a f f in it ie s  between words and 
their objects s k i l l fu l ly  and e ffe c t ive ly . Indeed, when 
Socrates goes on to describe how his hypothetical name-giver 
might have gone about h is  work of giving apt names for  
things, what he says is  essen tia lly  true of a poet selecting  
the right words fo r h is  concepts. A fter stating that 
name-givers must be able to separate the le tte rs  into  
vowels, mutes, and semi-vowels, and to distinguish various 
differences in  the vowels themselves, he says:
When we have properly investigated a l l  these 
things we must understand how to apply each le tte r  
according to i t s  likeness, whether one applies a 
single  le t te r  to a single  object or mixes many 
le tte rs  together, lik e  a painter who when they 
want to produce a likeness sometimes use only 
purple, sometimes some other colour, and sometimes 
mix marry colours together whenever they are 
preparing flesh -co loured  pigment or something else  
of the kind -  as each picture demands each colour, 
I  suppose. In the same way we also sha ll apply 
le tte rs  to things, one le tte r  to one thing i f  i t  
seems necessary or else several le tte rs  together
-  5
forming what are ca lled  sy lla b le s , and then 
putting sy llab le s  together, from which both nouns 
and verbs are composed. Then again from the nouns 
and verbs we shall eventually construct something 
great and fin e  and complete, (424c -  425a)
However, in  true Socratic fashion, he no sooner creates 
an explanation than he destroys i t ,  as in  th is case of the 
mimesis name-giver. Socrates brings forth examples to show 
that there are times when the sounds of words may have no 
natural a ffin ity  with their referents. So to some extent 
Demokritos was righ t in  arguing that words were conventional 
signs. Socrates concludes that descriptive names are not a 
safe guide to re a lity  at a l l  being only likeness at best. 
Linguistics y ie ld s  to metaphysics with the ’ truth* lying  
somewhere in  between.
No matter how unresolved the issues o f convention 
and/or nature in  matters o f phonology and euphony were in  
th is dialogue such arguments are vibrant witnesses to a 
vigorous area of investigation  among ancient w riters. 
Questions concerning the sounds of words in  re la t io n  to 
their meaning were fam iliar to f i f t h  century in te llec tu a ls . 
Socrates and h is audience in  the Cratvlos accepted without 
debate that the phonetic q u a lit ie s  of Greek words should be 
considered in  the ligh t  of three main properties: ease of
pronunciation, beauty of sound, and mimetic powers. The 
fact that the ultimate understanding of these properties may 
l i e  in  the realm of metaphysics did not and should not deter
-  6 -
genuine investigation .
Professor Stanford’ s The Sound of Greek, in  one 
respect, i s  an history of such investigations. He presents 
arguments both lin g u is t ic  and metaphysical from w riters both 
ancient and modern fo r three reasons.
F irs t : i f  we ignore the acoustic aspects of Greek
lite ra tu re  we ignore an important part of Greek 
l ite ra ry  theory and practice. Secondly: i f  we
confine our in terest in  the sound of Greek to 
metre and rhythm, we neglect the precepts o f the 
ancient teachers and overlook many fe l ic i t ie s  in  
the c la ss ica l sty le . Thirdly: we must show
students that Greek is  rich ly  endowed with liv in g  
sounds..,, which w i l l  deepen their understanding. 
(4)
Whatever the reasons, investigators both ancient and 
modern from d iffe ren t directions and with d iffe r in g  
approaches converge upon the same point, to Mtrt-AoV . 
They know that to appreciate what i s  beautifu l is  one thing; 
to be informed of what i t  i s  that delights us i s  a d ifferen t  
and an added pleasure.
Centuries of investigations into aesthetic theory 
sought to provide that additional information. However, the 
f in a l reckoning was that to ex ists  and is
permanent but the words and calcu lations by which we seek to 
express and measure i t  are never adequate and ultim ately  
absurd. This i s  so because qua lita tive  analysis is ,
-  7 -
p rio r i, subjective. Individual aesthetic judgements often  
are products o f personal constructs, extensions of 
particu lar personal value structures. Few achieve universal 
acceptance; most remain sectarian fo r one man’ s medes is  
another man’ s persians.
The fact that this i s  and always w i l l  be true need not 
put an end to genuine aesthetic investigation . It  does, 
however, suggest that the emphasis should sh ift  and that 
those judgements in  which qu a lit ie s  are expressed in  terms 
of quantities should be given closer inspection.
One such notorious judgement involves the use of sigma. 
Its  ev il reputation goes back to the sixth century B.C. 
when Lasos of Hermione avoided i t  presumably as cacophonous.
(5 ) Dionysios of Halicarnassos described sigma as a thin and 
narrow whistling sound pronounced with the whole tongue and 
palate and out round the teeth. ( De Comp. 14) He ca lls  
sigma ’ a graceless disagreeable le t te r  which gives great 
pain when used in  excess, fo r i t s  hissing seems more akin to 
that of a brute beast than to that of a rational being’ . 
( De Comp. 14,146,12) He goes on to say that some of the 
ancient w riters used i t  sparingly and with caution. 
Sim ilarly , Aristoxenos observes that musicians avoided sigma 
as being ’most s t i f f  in sound’ . (6)
Sigma is  a common Greek le t te r  and possesses an high 
functional load due to grammatical constructions. 
Nevertheless, i t  was generally  regarded as unpleasant and
-  8 -
raary authors made a point of minimizing i t s  use. Testimony 
of this sort presents a test case in  which aesthetic quality  
i s  not disputed but quantity is .
Euripides is  singled out fo r  h is excessive sigmatism. 
However, opinion i s  divided on th is issue. For what 
Euripides* contemporaries ’ hear* they condemn and what la te r  
c la s s ic is ts  (including Stanford) ’ read' they condone.
On the one hand, the consensus of opinion among 
lite ra ry  c r it ic s  in  antiquity, scholiasts, and commentators 
i s  that Euripides is  peculiar in  h is fondness fo r the le tte r  
sigma and that 0 <b<-K0<S'Orjit.ZQ<)  and
’ Euripidean sigmatism’ are proper designations of a fact; 
also that Greek Comedy rid icu led  and avoided th is sigmatism. 
( 7)
Modern c r it ic s , on the other hand, adopt a more 
favorable tone and generally  consider Euripides to be more 
sinned against than sinning. For example, by counting the 
number of sigmas per lin e , J. A. Scott demonstrates that 
Euripides is  not, in  fact, much more sigmatic than Sophocles 
or Aeschylus and is  le ss  so than Aristophanes. (8 )
Scott studies the use of sigma in  the complete plays of 
Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, and Aristophanes. He 
presents evidence of sigmatic lin e s  in  each of their works 
and summary s ta t is t ic s  aimed to dismiss the charge of 
'Euripidean sigmatism'. Furthermore, one of the de fin ite  
comments on sigmatism is  that Attic Comedy would have none
-  9 -
of i t .  Scott, therefore, expected a marked fa l l in g  o f f  in  
sigmatic lin es  in  Aristophanes, but, instead of that, he 
noted a decided increase.
0. J. Todd reaches a sim ilar conclusion independently 
of Soott and argues that sigmatic verses do not occur with 
special frequency in  harsh contexts and that ancient concern 
with euphony has been exaggerated. (9 )
Even Stanford, on Euripides’ behalf, takes a stand 
against what he terms an ’ u n fa ir ’ assessment. (10) When the 
comic poet Eubulus mocks Euripides fo r excessive sigmatism 
he could have found quite as much in  Sophocles and other 
w riters. Though there are 7 sigmas in  Euripides’ much 
abused lin e ,
, < >» r a
€<Tuj(T(K <T} CCToCCTtv/ tAAqvu/i/ 6<T0C}
Med. 476
Sophocles has 9 in  one ly r ic  phrase,
C0<5$ Zd c^<T(To(f>Xoc5 OAe<r<roc$
JLU. 390
and Aeschylus has 19 in  three lin es  of Prometheus (840-2 ).
Here, then, is  the sticking point. Greeks from early  
times were conscious of unusually ugly and disagreeable  
tone-qualities in  the s ib ilan ts , especially  sigma. Their 
teachers of music and phonetics warned pupils against this. 
Some w riters, as a tour de fo roe . composed asigmatic poems.
-  10 -
On the other hand, a l l  other compositions contained sigma as 
a frequent le t te r . Some authors employed i t  in  above the 
average frequency for special eth ical or mimetic e ffec ts  as 
in  Aeschylus’ description of the monster Typhos:
Ww l \/ kvzia-ctj 
PV 354-5
But, did Euripides exceed even these eth ical and 
mimetic lim its  in  h is use of sigma? Is there radical 
evidence to connect a chain of events from which what was 
’ heard’ as sigmatic was viewed as remarkable and f in a lly  
characterized as comic? I f  so, then the judgement of his
c r it ic s  as o £opcrTl£/}$ should stand to
th is  day. Or, should the evidence of Scott, among others, 
be taken as one more i l lu s t ra t io n  of the way the reputation  
of Euripides has suffered by scholars taking as sober fact  
an empty joke on the comic stage?
David Packard’ s seminal study on sound patterns in  
Homer provides a method by which such speculations can be 
put on a more secure s ta t is t ic a l foundation.
He examines sound densities and consonant c lusters in  
the I lia d  and Odvssev. His a r t ic le  contains tables showing 
the d istribu tion  of sounds per verse in  each one of the
Homeric poems, and h is comments on various aspects o f those
tables show the great potential of th is kind of study. (11)
-  11 -
His approach i s  in i t ia l ly  a model of experimental 
ob jectiv ity . But, when Packard imposes h is formula for  
recognizing smooth and harsh verses he, lik e  others before  
him, introduces the element of personal opinion. The 
assignment of a numerical ’ harshness facto r’ to each le tte r  
and subsequently the ca lcu lation  of the ’ Dionysian’ 
harshness of a verse i s  a premature end to objective review  
as w ell as the imposition of subjective c r ite r ia  which are 
in  themselves one-removed from Dionysius’ own descriptions  
’ austere’ and.’ smooth’ ( De Comp. 22-23).
The fact that Packard’ s and th is research is  
computer-assisted means that more e ffo rt  can and must be 
directed to threshing out patterns of le tte rs  and sounds and 
le s s  time to building in  subjective bias. The computer in  
i t s e l f  is  a blind and brain less brute and in  research of 
th is type i t  i s  also  deaf and dumb. It  must be taught to 
read Greek. It  should not be programmed to judge i t .
The tendency to prejudge v it ia te s  resu lts  (a  c lassic  
example of Burking the issue) and perpetuates, a lb e it  now at 
very high speeds, the same d iv is iv e  elements encountered in  
the Cratvlos. Rather, le t  the epic, ode, play, e tc .,  
’ speak’ fo r i t s e l f .  For
. . .  inventive s k i l l  and the due disposal and 
marshalling of facts  do not show themselves in  one 
or two touches: they gradually  emerge from the
whole tissue of the composition, while, on the 
other hand, a well-tim ed flash  of sublimity
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scatters everything before i t  lik e  a bo lt of 
lightning and reveals the fu l l  power of the 
speaker at a s ing le  stroke. ’ Longinus’ De Subl.
1.2.
What is  now possible i s  a rad ica l antecedent to studies 
in  phonology and euphony, that i s ,  a computer-assisted 
examination of the ’ whole tissue of the composition’ . Such 
an examination would prepare the stage for la te r  enquiries 
in to  what is  ’ b eau tifu l’ , ’ austere’ , and ’ smooth’ by f i r s t  
describing what i s  there. It  should provide background 
information on some fundamental properties o f the Greek 
language against which such notorious issues as sigmatism 
acquire additional, d eta il while new areas fo r further 
investigation  are uncovered.
The present research is  concerned prim arily with the 
f i r s t  objective, that i s ,  to design a method which w i l l  
describe the primary aspects of le tte r  d istribu tion  in  a 
given composition, what i s  there. It  examines a composition 
as a population of le t te rs  and assembles fo r each le tte r  
information which, in  turn, i s  used to produce i t s  p ro file . 
The le tte r  data i s  co llected without bias yet organized 
around general topics.
1. How many of each le tte r  are there?
2. What kind of le tte r  i s  it?
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a. Vowel
b. Consonant
i .  Gutturals: gamma, kappa 
i i .  Labia ls : beta, pi 
i i i .  Dentals: de lta , tau
iv . Liquids: lambda, mu, nu, rho 
v. Aspirates: theta, phi, chi 
v i. S ib ilan ts : zeta, x i, sigma, psi
3. What is  the le t t e r ’ s disposition?
a. within a word
b. within a verse lin e
4. Is the le tte r  present as ’ expected’ s ta t is t ica lly?
5. Does i t  occur singly or in  groups?
By d e fin it ion  a le tte r  is  one of the alphabetic symbols 
which represents one or more of the simple or compound 
sounds used in  speech. This potential m u ltip lic ity  
immediately presents the d if f ic u lty  and inadequacy of 
describing such magnitudes with numbers. The le tte r  as a 
symbol is  invariant but i t s  expression varies. Of the 24 
le tte rs  in  the Greek alphabet 17 are consonants and 7 
vowels. The d if f ic u lty  in  supposing a one-to-one 
correspondance between the le t te r  and i t s  expression i s  
especia lly  evident in  terms o f the vowels which as a class  
present immediate combinational problems (dipthongs, e t c . ) .
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Consonants, too, present examples of cluster e ffects  
especially  at word boundaries. (12) However, for the 
purposes of th is  research, i t  i s  presumed that the 
consonants may be taken ( prima fa c ie ) as sing le  units. For 
this reason and the in terest in  sigmatism the present 
research concentrates on the consonants.
A ll le tte rs  are counted ind iv idually  and separated into  
categories of vowels and consonants. In th is way each 
composition may be described in  terms of an o v e r -a ll vowel 
consonant ra t io  (VCR). Next the consonants are c la s s ifie d  
by groups. Technically, the f i r s t  three c la ss ific a t ion s , 
guttura ls, la b ia ls , and dentals, are termed *mute* or 
Tvo ice less*. (13) Dionysios and others include the 
aspirates (theta, phi, chi) in  th is c la s s ific a t io n  as the 
strongest and best examples of mutes. ( De Comp. 23, 244,
23) The double identity , both mute and aspirate, fo r  theta, 
phi, and chi disturbs the fe a r fu l symmetry of the proposed 
one consonant one c la s s ific a t io n  arrangement. Therefore, 
without denying their mute characteristics, theta, phi, and 
chi are referred  to as aspirates throughout.
Having thus outlined a procedure (a  f u l l  description  
fo llow s in  the Method Chapter) the * composition* qua data 
was selected. Thi^s process was restric ted  by the 
a v a ila b ility  of c la ss ica l Greek texts in  machine readable  
form. The Oxford Text Archive (OTA) supplied as machine 
readable texts (MRT) the complete plays of Aristophanes, 12 
plays of Euripides, and 4 plays of Sophocles. These MRTs
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were based on the Oxford Classical Text editions and in the 
case of Euripides were prepared w ell in advance of D iggle ’ s 
new edition o f Euripides’ Volume I I .  Time prevented the 
updating of those six plays but future MRTs should 
incorporate D iggle ’ s valuable contributions.
The assumed chronology for these plays is  based upon 
the dates of production given in the Oxford Classical 
Dictionary. In some cases fixed dates have been ’ supplied’ 
where a range o f years is  usually given and plays produced 
in  the same year have been ’ divided* over the year (eg. 
Lys. 411, Th. 411.5). This was dona to accommodate data 
storage and re tr ieva l and the computer graphics.
The remaining plays, six  o f Euripides and three of 
Sophocles, were transliterated as part o f this project. The 
texts from OTA were flawed. The combined ed ito r ia l e f fo r t  
(tran s litera tion , emendations, corrections, e tc .) took the 
better part of two years.
Greek drama incorporates both Tragedy and Comedy. This 
provides a natural axis by which to align the data. The 7 
plays o f Aeschylus, also available from OTA (and ’ flawed’ ) 
are reserved for future investigation  as there are no extant 
Comedies from the same period.
Thus 36 plays, 7 o f Sophocles, 18 o f Euripides, and 11 
o f Aristophanes, w il l  be treated as a population of le tte rs  
and reviewed in a - progressive consideration o f 
accomplishments. In a very rea l sense such research upon
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the tissue of compositions i s  highly experimental. That is ,  
one can not predict the resu lts . Nevertheless, i t  is  a 
genuine attempt to explore the process by which
Mou. 4<9fctyl<* UtK o£*/
Ant. 354-5
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Notes
(1) W. B, Stanford, The Sound of Greek (C a lifo rn ia ),  
p4. Stanford’ s book contains a thorough review of the 
lite ra tu re  concerning aesthetic theory. J. A. Scott’ s 
paper (1908) in fra  c ites  a l l  the c lassica l references on 
sigmatism. This project (re str ic ted  by time) was able to 
concentrate on the numerical exegesis because works such as 
these exist.
(2 ) For Herakleitos see Diels-Kranz 1,176,5 f .  and
1,161,6 f .
(3 ) For Demokritos see Diels-Kranz 2,146,17 and 19-21; 
2,167* 15; 2,146,22-24. For t i t le s  of Demokritos’ books on 
Music see Diels-Kranz 2,91,25 f f .
(4 ) Stanford, p .116.
(5 ) Athenaeus 10,455c.
(6 ) Aristoxenos on sigma: see Athenaeus 11,467a.
(7 ) Stanford presents the general case p. 8, 53 f f .  
but for fu l l  c la ss ica l references and complete citations see 
Scott in fra .
(8 ) John A. Scott, ’’Sigmatism in Greek Dramatic 
Poetry” , .American Journal _of Ph ilo logy . (1908) p. 69-77.
(9 ) 0. J. Todd, "Sense and Sound in  C lassical 
Poetry", C lassical Q uarterly . (1942) p. 29-39.
(10) Stanford, p. 54.
(11) David W. Packard, "Sound Patterns in  Homer” , 
lr-ansafl.ti.C>,ng af. the Americal Ph ilo logica l Association. 104 
(1974) p. 239-60.
(12) See Packard’ s section 'consonant clusters at word 
boundaries’ p. 254 _snpra and W. S. A llen ’ s discussion of 
Correptio Attica ( Vox Grae.ca p. 100 f f . )  fo r examples of 
th is kind. However, the whole subject i s  in  advance of the 
present undertaking.
(13) E. E. Bryant and E. D. C. Lake, An Elementary 
Greek Grammar, Oxford University Press (1951) p .6.
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CHAPTER 2 
METHOD
The method employed to descibe empirically the primary 
aspects of le t te r  d istribution in the plays of Aristophanes, 
Euripides, and Sophocles can best be explained by example.







<V 6 6 9>
ICAX GAR TA DEIN A KAI TA KARTERWTATA 
<V 670>
TIMAIS #UPEIKEI, TOUTO MEN NIFOSTIBEIS
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<V 671>
CEIMWNES EKCWROUSIN EUKARPW: QEREJ.
<V 672>
EXISTATAI DE NUKTOS A1ANHS KUKLOS 
<V 673>
TH: LEUKOPWLW: FEGGOS -*HMERA: FLEGEIN.
<V 674>
DEINWN T' AHMA PNEUMATWN EKOIMISE 
<V 675>
STENONTA PONTON. EN D’ *0 PAGKRATHS «*UPNOS 
<V 676>
LUEI PEDHSAS, OUD’ AEI LABWM ECEI.
<V 677>
SHMEIS DE Pl'JS OU GNWSOMESQA SWFRONEIN?
A computer programme was designed to ’ read’ this with 
the aid o f a standard translitera tion  table (see Key A ). 
The programme’ s major function was to read a lin e and assign 
the le tte rs  found therein to various output arrays. In this 
example the complete diagnostic information is  provided 
below each lin e .
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D irectly beneath each transliterated Greek le t te r  there 
appears an i ,  in, or f  which is  the programme’ s
id en tifica tion  o f each le t te r  as occupying either an 
in i t ia l ,  medial or fin a l position within a phonetic word 
(PW). Combinations of symbols such as i>  and m> or <ra and
<f describe cases o f e lis ion  and prodelision respectively.
The numbers appearing to the righ t o f the i-ra-f lin e
represent the dictionary word count (DWC) o f that lin e  with 
the corresponding phonetic word count (PWC) supplied in 
parenthesis.
The PWC re fle c ts  the e ffec ts  of e lis ion  or prodelision 
upon a population of words. A concordance study would read 
and iden tify  each word as a separate en tity . By contrast, 
this programmed analysis takes the word to be a phonological 
unit and one that may combine 1, 2, or even 3 ’ d ictionary’ 
word3 in one ’ phonetic' word by virtue of e lis ion .
Lines 674-676 o f this exerpt contain examples of the 
d ifference between DWC and PWC. The expression
[DWC-PWC/DWC] x 100
w il l  y ie ld  the percent o f e lis ion  present in each play.
A word ending with sigma and e lis ion  followed by a word 
beginning with an aspirated vowel is  treated as a special 
case and counted as two phonetic words (eg. WORDS’ »AV0WEL 
b 2 phonetic words).
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The next arrangement of data from the lin e  summarizes 
each le tte r  found therein by type and frequency (note: I,
M, and F contain the tota ls  for i ,  m, and f ) . The f i r s t  
le t te r  of the lin e  1 ( l e f t ) ,  the la s t  le tte r  of the lin e  r 
( r ig h t ),  and the in i t i a l  le tte r  of the la s t  PW of the lin e  
i r  ( in i t i a l  righ t) are co llected and displayed.
The information based on 1, r , and i r  data w i l l  be used 
in  the fo llow ing chapters to contrast a measured e ffe c t  with 
an ’ expected1 frequency. The programmed analysis describes  
a measured e ffe c t , that i s ,  the ’ real* case of what was 
present in  a le t te r  population. The expected frequency was 
calculated and represents an ’ id e a l1 case or what would have 
been expected. The expected frequency is  a measure of 
randomness. That is ,  making no assumptions and knowing the 
number of verses, the FWC, and the in i t ia l  frequency of any 
le t te r , one may calculate how often any le tte r  would be 
expected to appear in  either the 1, r , or i r  positions.
A completely random dispersion of le tte rs  would mean a 
close agreement between the expected and the measured values 
and l i t t l e  d ifference between the measured l e f t  (ML) and 
measured righ t (MR) figu res. A fa i r ly  even in i t i a l  le tte r  
d istribu tion  throughout a trimeter lin e  (T L ), that is ,  
’measured’ matching ’ expected’ frequency, would sa t is fy  both 
of these conditions.
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The actual output from the programmed reading of a MRT 
takes the fo llow ing form (again  using the sample lin e s  from 
A .i.).
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The running header information in the upper righ t hand 
corner id en tifie s  the Author, Play, and the data sampled (FP 
a Full Play, TS = Trimeter Sections, and TSA = Trimeter 
Section A llite ra t io n ). The upper l e f t  hand corner of the 
f i r s t  page contains general summary information.
What follows are the complete descriptions of every 
le t t e r 's  d istribution within the PVJ. The columns present 
the frequency per lin e ( 0 times, 1 time, 2 times, e tc . ) and 
the rows the number o f occurrences. In this example in i t ia l  
alpha occurs 0 times on 8 lin es and 1 time on 1 lin e  and so 
forth . Adding the numbers in the rows, the frequencies, 
yields the to ta l number o f verses examined and in the case 
o f the FP data should equal the to ta l number o f verses in 
the play. Multiplying the columns by the row then summing 
the row produces the to ta l number o f occurrences of a le t te r  
in a sp ec ific  position within the FW. The re la tiv e  percent 
o f occurrence in that position is  computed and displayed 
d irec tly  below the to ta l. The grand to ta l is  displayed to 
the far right o f the descriptive summary.
One potentia lly in teresting combination of le tte rs  at a 
word boundary was isolated  and data collected for la te r  
study. This case involves a word: ending in an aspirated 
consonant with e lis ion  followed by an in i t ia l  aspirated 
vowel (eg. ...Q ' *•..., or ...F * **..., or ...C » '•:* . . . ) .  This 
case is  represented along with the d iffe ren t classes of 1, 
m, and f  as a ’ ’:i.
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After a l l  24 le tte rs  are described and summarized 
individually sim ilar information is  presented by groups: 
vowels, gutturals, lab ia ls , dentals, liqu ids, aspirates, and 
s ib ilan ts . The group information is  not a calculated 
summary o f the individual le tte rs  comprising a group but 
represents another reading o f the MRT this time with a 
s ligh t variation on the programme’ s main read-a-line 
routine. During the f i r s t  reading a lin e  was examined fo r  a 
le t te r  exclusive o f any other considerations. The group 
reading, on the other hand, is  an inclusive check and report 
on a l l  members (alone or in combination) o f a specified 
group, <:
In these .ways a l l  o f the approximately 1.5 m illion  
le tte rs  contained in the plays o f Aristophanes, Euripides, 
and Sophocles were counted and c la ss ified . One ’ le t t e r ’ , 
however, resisted general c la ss ifica tion . I t  was #R’ , an
in i t ia l  aspirated rho with prodelision, found in
Aristophanes Pax, v. 1274. As a one-of-a-kind i t  did not 
merit a class o f it s  own and was recorded in the category 
" i .  I t  is  mentioned here for the sake o f completeness and
accuracy.
Every lin e in the FP was subjected to this programmed 
reading and reduction. Futhermore, the programme was
designed to select and analyze MRTs on the basis o f metre 
and/or speaker. This f l e x ib i l i t y  permitted the same method 
o f analysis to be performed upon trimeter sections (TS) and 
speeches o f particular characters.
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The para lle l study examining only TS tests the 
assumption that as a le t te r  or consonant group is  present in 
the whole so should i t  be in the part. And, i f  not, why
not?
lanbic trimeters were labelled in each MRT (1) and a 
ten lin e  rule was imposed. This convention ensured that 
only those trimeter passages which are continuous over at
least 10 lines would be selected. Thus, the occasional
trimeter exchange interspersed with ly r ic  passages (eg. JTr. 
235-8, e tc . ) is  not included.
F inally, the programme reviewed the trimeter sections 
for both single le t te r  and consonant group a llite ra tion . 
Trimeter lines containing two or more in i t ia l  occurrences of 
a le t te r  and sim ilarly o f a consonant group were id en tified . 
A sample of this data (using the same 9 lin e  extract) fo r
TSA follows.























































































0 v e r s e s  
0 v e r  s a 5
0 v e r s e s  
.1 v e r s e
0 v e r s e s
0 v e r s e s
2 v e r s e s  
670 AI
0 v e r  s e s
1 v s r  s e
0 v e r s e s
0 v e r s e s
O verses
5 v e rs e s  
672 A I i 675 AI i 676 AI
Group Guttural: 1 v e r s e
1i 669 AI 
Group Lab i a 1 : 1 v e rs e
675 AI
Group D en ta l: 3 v e rs e s
669 AI 1 670 A I 1 674 AJ.
Group L i q,u i d : 2 v e r  ses
i 670 AI 1 676 AI
Gr oup Asp i ra ted  : 2 v e r  sei
l i  671 AI i 673 AI
Group S i b i l a n t :  0 v e r s e s
1 67/ AI
ts o p h o c
The verse number and speaker is  provided fo r each lin e  
cited. The symbol denotes a TL which is  s p lit  over two 
speakers. Left (1 ) and in i t i a l  right (here just noted as i )  
information i s  also  supplied.
In summary, the programmed analysis produces three sets 
of fraw dataf output fo r each play: f i r s t ,  Fu ll Play (FP );
second, Trimeter Sections (TS ); th ird, Trimeter Section  
A llite ra t io n  (TSA). These sets have been assembled fo r  
reference in  the appendices and are grouped by author and 
then ordered chronologically within each author1s section  
(eg* Aj* FP followed by TS, then TSA; next Ant. FP, TS, 
and TSA, e t c . ) .
Tables and i llu s tra t io n s  were produced d irec tly  from 
these data to accompany the fo llow ing chapters.
These chapters constitute P ara lle l Letters of 
Sophocles, Euripides, and Aristophanes in  that their 
particu lar reviews are organized round the same topics. At 
that leve l the general discussion on the measured 
differences does not always e x p lic it ly  acknowledge some of 
the obvious factors which in  themselves contribute to those
differences. Those factors are grammatical (case endings,
\ 1 t ( ) e t c . ) ,  lin g u is t ic  (consonant changes such as d « r o U(p
and 0<JVd — > ob$^ e t c . ) ,  and contextual (names of
characters, recurrent concepts, themes, e t c . ) .  The
differences and so the contributions due to the grammatical
and lin g u is t ic  factors are evident from the raw data.
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Differences due to matters aris in g  from the context of 
the play, however, are not so easily  id en tified  and 
separated as whole words are not part of the raw data. In 
the context of the play a word, concept, or proper name may 
be singled out fo r repetition  as part of the dramatic 
construction. Such a device w i l l  a ffect the in i t ia l  PW data 
so that, for example, an high percentage of in i t ia l  
gutturals may be accounted fo r  by the frequent repetition  of 
’ Kreon’ . A concordance study would provide information on 
whether such a measured e ffec t was due to a la rge  vocabulary 
(type) o f words with in i t i a l  guttura ls or the repetition  
(token) o f a small group of words with in i t ia l  guttura ls .
This research, based upon the phonetic word and not a 
dictionary word which is  the ’ data* fo r  a concordance study, 
i s  not able to attribute  a f in a l cause as such to a measured 
effect of th is type. However, in  the fo llow ing discussions, 
those cases in  which a measured in i t i a l  e ffect i s  singled  
out for comment, should be taken as repetition  of an in i t ia l  
le t te r  or le tte rs  which can not be due en tire ly  to the 
repetition  of one or two words. The measured d ifference i s  
expressed as a percent of the tota l FWC and as such a 1-2$ 
difference represents an increase of between 70 and 140 
phonetic words.
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Notes
(1 )The fo llow ing sources were consulted: M. L. West,
Greek Metre: John W. White, The Verse of Hreek Comedy: J.
Descroix, l a  Irim elr-C lambique lag. Iamboeraphes a  l a  Comedie 
N.OHY-dll.e.; Dia Philippides, „The Iambic. -Trimeter af. 
.Euripides*
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CHAPTER 3 
SOPHOCLES
3.1 VOWEL CONSONANT RATIO (VCR)
The average proportion of vowels to consonants over the 
7 plays of Sophocles i s  given below.
Vowels ($) Consonants ($)
FP<x> 49-71 50.29
TS<x> 49.62 50.38
The d ifferences, although small, deserve some attention. 
Reviewing the 7 plays in  terms of FP and TS there appears to 
be a point of departure a fte r  Tr. marking a s ligh t  
proportional increase in  the vowels over the consonants in  
the la tte r  plays.
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As fu l l  plays Jlj.., Ant. , and .In. contain v irtu a lly  
identical VCRs. It  i s  in  the ir respective TS that these 
three plays acquire some individual d istinction . The TS in  
Tr. exh ibit the extreme separation in  terms of VCR (49.3255 
to 50.6855).
The remaining four plays display some v a r ia b ility  in  
their VCRs and exhibit a s ligh t  increase in  the proportion  
of vowels with time. departs from this apparently
general trend and, with respect to these four plays, 
reg isters  the lowest proportion of vowels (TS) and the 
la rgest d ifferences between FP and TS.
Looking at the FP v. TS d ifferences within plays one 
observes proportionally fewer vowels in  the TS and,
therefore, more consonants. The exception to th is i s  Ant,
which contains more vowels and fewer consonants in  the TS. 
Given th is general feature of the TS, one may in fe r  that the
remaining sections o f the plays, the LE, display an inverse
re la tion . That is ,  i f  the TS are to be lower in  vowels and
higher in  consonants then, in  order to maintain the FP 
average, the LE must be proportionally higher in  vowels and 
lower in  consonants. Once again the exception to th is is  
Ant.
The figures for e lis io n  suggest variation  rather than a 
fixed  re la tion  among a l l  the plays. However, one general 
observation is  that e lis io n  is  a more pronounced feature in  
the TS.
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It  was noted that the VCR sh ifts  in  favour of vowels ~ 
with time. I f  one were to describe the plays of Sophocles 
based on VCR alone then they might be characterized by an 
o v e r -a ll increase in  the vocalic  aspect.
However, in  terms of the PWC, there is  a marked
decrease in  the number of FWs beginning with a vowel ( A i. 
32.95$, .OC 29.27$). This increase in  in i t ia l  consonants i s  
re flected  in  the TS where there are more PWs with in i t ia l
consonants that the FP. Therefore, as the TS becomes
increasingly more in i t ia l ly  consonantal, the LE must become 
more in i t ia l ly  vocalic .
On the one hand, there is  a s ligh t increase in  the 
proportion o f vowels to consonants and, on the other hand, 
there is  a pronounced trend favouring words with in i t ia l
consonants. As both observations are spec ific  to particu lar  
locations within the FP, the former occurs in  the LE and the 
la t te r  in  TS, they are not con flicting  reports.
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3.2 CONSONANT GROUP REPRESENTATION
As each group w il l  be examined In some deta il in terms 
o f placement within a PW ( i ,  m, and f ) ,  a b r ie f, c o lle c t iv e  
assessment of their general behaviour is  offered at this 
point.
I f  the series o f pie-charts (Figures S1-S7) were 
superimposed one would observe that the guttural, lab ia l, 
dental, liqu id , and s ib ilan t s lices  exhibit the most change. 
Figures S17 and S18 capture and display the d irection  of 
these changes with time. They show the guttural and liqu id  
frequencies in decline and the dental, lab ia l, and sib ilants 
on the increase. The aspirates display some fluctuation, 
but, l i t t l e  change in frequency.
Looking at the FP v. TS differences within the plays 
(S1-S7) one observes some va r ia b ility  in consonant group 
representation. Gutturals, dentals, and sib ilants are 
s ligh tly  more evident in the TS, which implies lower 
frequencies in LE. There are fewer lab ia ls , 15.quids, and 
aspirates in TS, and, therefore, more in LE. S x l ,  presents 
an exception to this with s ligh tly  more aspirates in TS than 
LE.
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3.2.1 The G utturals
The Tables deta il and the Figures (S9-S15) display  
spee ifie  information on the position of the gutturals within  
a PW. The raw data records that kappa contributes more to 
th is group*s appearance and occupies a l l  three positions  
within a PW whereas gamma only occupies the i  and m position  
(as  an tic ipated ). Gutturals are found most frequently in  
the medial, next the in i t ia l ,  and then the fin a l position in  
the PW .
In contrast to the FP, the TS gutturals occupy 
proportionally more in i t ia l  , fewer medial, and more fin a l  
positions. The d ifferences are not large but they are 
consistent and suggest that gutturals are a feature of 
spoken dialogue rather than the LE. I t  would also  suggest 
that i f  proportionally more consonants are found in  the TS 
and in  the in i t ia l  position  and that these conditions 
increase with time, then one would expect a corresponding 
increase in  trimeter a llite ra t io n .
The Theban Plays (.QT, Ant. , and .QC) contain the most 
in i t ia l  gu ttu ra ls . Even though these values are high they, 
too, demonstrate a decrease with time. The TS in  Ant, 
contain the highest percentage of in i t ia l  gutturals having
6.14% more than those found in  Ph .. the play with the lowest 
percentage of in i t ia l  guttura ls.
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3 .2 .2  The L ab ia ls
The raw data shows that pi contributes more to th is  
group’ s representation. Neither beta nor pi is  found in  the 
f in a l position as would be anticipated. More la b ia ls  occupy 
the in i t ia l  rather than the medial position.
Unlike the gutturals, there is  a consistent and greater 
difference in  in i t ia l  la b ia ls  between FP and TS. This 
suggests an even more pronounced contrast between TS and LE. 
For example, Ant, contains 53.01? in i t ia l  la b ia ls  in  FP and 
55.24? in  TS. This means that the LE must contain 50.80? 
in i t ia l  la b ia ls  or 4.42? le ss  than the TS.
HI., is  an exception to th is. The proportion of 
in i t ia l  la b ia ls  found in  the FP i s  equal to that found in  
the TS.
3.2.3 The Dentals
Tau contributes more to th is group’ s appearance and, as 
in  the case of the la b ia ls ,  neither delta nor tau occupies a 
f in a l position. However, unlike the la b ia ls , the dentals 
are found more frequently in  the medial rather than the 
in i t ia l  position.
TS contain proportionally more in i t ia l  dentals than FP. 
The differences are not as great as those observed with the 
la b ia ls .  The sheer number of dentals must be taken into  
consideration. As a group the dentals are the second
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la rgest consonant group in  terms of absolute numbers. Even 
though the dentals contain only two le tte rs  more than 
on e -fifth  of a l l  FW begins with either delta or tau. 
Linguistic factors (d e fin ite  a rt ic le s , e tc .) presumably 
contribute to the high in i t ia l  frequency.
Dentals i s  another group whose frequency increases 
s ligh t ly  as a function of time. In the TS o f A i . » 20.85$ of 
a l l  PWs begin with a dental. The comparable figu re  fo r  _£>£ 
i s  22.47/6* Once again the Theban Plays form an in teresting  
sub-group. The TS o f these plays contain the most in i t ia l  
dentals. This separate d istin ction  from the remaining four 
plays i s  sim ilar to the one observed with respect to the 
guttura ls. However, in  th is  case, the trend in  dentals is  
in  the opposite d irection . Whereas the frequency of 
gutturals decreased, the frequency of dentals increased.
3.2.4 The Liquids
Liquids represent the la rgest  of the six  consonant 
groups in  terms of absolute group representation. Nu i s  the 
major member appearing most frequently in the fin a l position  
and least in i t ia l ly .  Lambda and mu are never found in  the 
f in a l position. Liquids most frequently occupy the medial 
position. It  is  the f i r s t  group reviewed whose fin a l  
position outranks either the in i t ia l  or medial. This i s  one 
of those cases which may be due to grammatical factors.
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Final liqu ids are more frequent in IS than in FP, 
implying a lower frequency in LE,
Figures S17 and S18 display a rather marked decline in 
liqu ids over time. Tr. is  an exception to this general
trend. Furthermore, one observes proportionally fewer
in i t ia l  liqu ids in the TS than the FP which implies more 
in i t ia l  liqu ids present in the LE. Moreover, there are
proportionally more fin a l liqu id s  in the TS than in the FP.
This is  in d irect contrast with the mutes (denta ls, 
guttura ls , and la b ia ls ) .  The mutes demonstrated 
proportionally more in i t ia l  group representation in  the TS 
than in the FP, Anticipating the groups yet to be reviewed, 
i t  may be said that the liqu ids is  the only group which 
displays a proportionally higher in i t ia l  representation in  
the LE,
Looking at the figures fo r the in i t ia l  liqu ids in terms 
of PWC, there would have been a c lear early ( 4 i , , Ant. , T r .)
v. la te  (OT, EJL., P ]i., OC)s p l i t  but for OC which contains 
the lowest percentage o f PWs with in i t ia l  liqu ids of the 
seven plays.
3.2.5 The Aspirates
Theta is  the principal member, of th is group followed by 
chi and phi. Chi accounts fo r a l l  but three f in a l  
occurrences ( a l l  th e ta 's ). Most aspirates occupy the medial 
position , next the in i t i a l ,  and then f in a l in the PW.
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At this leve l of analysis i t  i s  d i f f ic u lt  to assign any 
positive or negative progression to th is group with time. 
The o v e r -a ll frequency of aspirates as displayed in  Figures 
S17 and S18 show l i t t l e  deflection .
The aspirates, lik e  the liq u id s , depart from the 
previously observed in i t i a l  behaviour of the mute groups in  
terms of FP v. TS differences. Technically aspirates are 
the ’ strongest and best’ of the mutes and as such they seem 
to receive special treatment from the rest. Fewer in i t i a l  
aspirates are found in  TS than in  FP. LE, then, contain 
proportionally more in i t i a l  aspirates.
This d ifference i s  not as great as that observed with 
the liq u id s , nor i s  i t  consistent. There are two exceptions 
to the general observation. JEn. and JEL. contain more 
in i t ia l  aspirates in  TS than in  FP.
The greatest in i t i a l  d ifference between FP and TS 
occurs in  jQ£ and Ph. And, in  terras of PWC, jQ£ and £h.. 
contain the least number of words with an in i t ia l  aspirate.
3.2.6 The S ib ilan ts
The s ib ilan ts , lik e  the liq u id s , consist of four 
le tte rs . However, s ib ila n ts  are ranked th ird  in  frequency 
of appearance a fte r liq u id s  and dentals. Sigma i s  the major 
contributor in  th is  group and i s  found most in  the fin a l,  
then medial, and in i t i a l  position. Zeta i s  never found at 
the fin a l position  and psi only twice.
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The raw data shows an high in i t ia l  frequency fo r zeta 
in  Ant. (43.0455) and Xe * (43.0255). The least in i t ia l  
effect recorded fo r zeta occurs in  Ai* (29.3555). The 
maximum in i t ia l  frequency for x i is  in  .QC (28.85/5), and 
minimum in Ant. (18.07$). S im ila rily , the high fo r sigma 
is  found in  JEh.. (13.11$)» and the low in Xn. (9 .36$ ). The 
la rgest amount of in i t ia l  p s i 's  occur in  Ant. (41.51$), the 
least in  jQX (13.70$).
Examining the FW, s ib ila n ts  are most frequently found 
in  the f in a l position , next medial, then in i t i a l .  More 
s ib ilan ts  are found in  the f in a l position in  FP than TS 
which, i s  unexpected given the im plications fo r high fin a l  
sigraatism in  LE.
The TS contain proportionally  more s ib ilan ts  in  the 
in i t ia l  and medial positions than FP. This means that there 
would be fewer in i t ia l  but more f in a l s ib ilan ts  in  LE. The 
exceptions to th is pattern are Xc.« and J3X. Both contain 
more in i t ia l  and medial and fewer f in a l s ib ilan ts  than found 
in  FP.
Figures S17 and S18 display an apparent increase in  the 
frequency of s ib ilan ts  with time. Xu. and jQX digress from 
this general trend.
Considering the in i t i a l  re la t iv e  deployment, Ph. 
records the highest figu re . That is ,  of a l l  the s ib ilan ts  
in  the play 14.37$ occupy the in i t ia l  position (with 15.13$ 
in  TS). The comparable low in  th is  respect i s  Tr. with
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11.12# in  FP and 10.99# in  TS. JgJi. also contains the 
greatest number of FWs beginning with a s ib ila n t , 6.69# in  
FP and 7.20# in  TS. .In. has the least with 5.16# in  FP and 
5.20# in  TS.
3.3 EXPECTED AND MEASURED FREQUENCY OF GROUPS IN THE
TRIMETER LINE
The preceeding review examined the deployment of the
various consonant groups using the PW as the basic unit of
measure. Further research to explore the PW in  re la tion  to 
the trimeter lin e  (TL) l i e s  beyond the scope of this
project. Nevertheless, the raw data records some 
preliminary information based on each lin e  of the FP and 
separately fo r each lin e  of the TS which permits some 
general observations.
The data indicates that a vowel is  twice as lik e ly  to 
begin a TL as end i t .  A vowel's appearance in  the ML 
position is  higher than the expected frequency and lower at 
the MR position. (1 )
Of the six  consonant groups only the gutturals appear 
to 'conform' to the 'expected' norms. The dental ML and MR 
figu res  show internal agreement (perhaps a s ligh t t i l t  
towards MR) but both are lower than the expected frequency. 
This does suggest a much more pronounced central tendancy 
for in i t ia l  dentals within the TL.
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Labia ls , liqu id s , asp irates, and s ib ilan ts  show a 
disposition  to co llect at the i r  position. The liq u id s  and 
aspirates ere twice as lik e ly  to be found there (MR) than at 
the ML. In a l l  four groups the ML is  lower than the 
expected frequency and the MR higher. The le ast  d isparity  
occurs w ithin the s ib ilan ts  which suggests a more normal or 
! evenT d istribu tion  throughout the lin e .
The greatest d ifferences occur in  the la b ia ls  and 
aspirates. In both groups the i r  measured frequency greatly  
exceeds the expected frequency (d iffe rence  in  la b ia ls  
MR-ML=5.14*, aspirates MR-ML= 4 .3 6 *).
F in a lly , a simple rank ordering (high to low) o f the 




Gutturals Gutturals Labia ls
Labia ls Labia ls Liquids
Liquids Liquids Gutturals
Aspirates Aspirates Aspirates
S ib ilan ts S ib ilan ts S ib ilan ts
So, whatever the in ternal inconsistencies, the general 
in i t ia l  lin e  (ML) behaviour conforms in  kind (qu a lity ) to 
the expected pattern. The MR pattern, however, deviates 
from the expected. This i s  a resu lt , in part, o f the 
increase tendency of la b ia ls  and liqu id s  to occupy the i r
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position.
In general there i s  more v a r ia b ility  in  d isposition  
moving from le f t  to r igh t in  TL. The dentals and s ib ilan ts  
appear to be more uniformly dispersed throughout the TL, 
that i s ,  they are random whereas the la b ia ls , liq u id s , and 
aspirates evinoe a non-randomness and favoured position  
within the TL.
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3.4 CONSONANT GROUP ALLITERATION IN TRIMETER SECTIONS
The data describing the number of times one or more 
members of a consonant group was found two or more times in  
the in i t ia l  position  (PW) within a TL is  summarized in  Table 
and Figure S19.
The rank order, in  descending frequency, fo r consonant 














S ib ilan ts
Aspirates
In th is way one can see that a group’ s representation  
in  general does not necessarily indicate a potential for  
a l lite ra t io n  in  particu lar. That i s ,  a group’ s re la t iv e  
size can not be taken as an early indicator fo r la te r  
a l l it e r a t iv e  e ffe c t . Futhermore, the top three a l l it e r a t iv e  
groups, dentals, guttura ls , and la b ia ls  (the mutes), only 
occupy the in i t ia l  and medial positions (PW), whereas the 
liqu id s , s ib ila n ts , and aspirates are d istributed over a l l  
three positions. Thus, there appears to be a b u ilt  in  
tendency or bias favouring mute a l lite ra t io n  which be lie s
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th e ir  r e la t iv e  rep resen ta tion s .
Figure S19 displays what may be taken as two d istin ct  
populations o f consonant groups. Both exhibit d ifferen t  
internal patterns. The f i r s t  population contains the 
dentals, guttura ls, la b ia ls , and liqu id s  and is  
characterized by linked t ra it s . For example, there appears 
to be a predictable pattern linking the gutturals with 
la b ia ls . When gutturals are high ( A n t.. OT. PC) la b ia ls  are 
low. Conversely, when la b ia ls  are high (I!h..) guttura ls are  
low. Ant, and Ph.. are mirror-images o f th is high-low  
contrast. Ant, contains the highest frequency of guttural 
and lowest la b ia l a llite ra t io n . Ph. contains the lowest 
guttural and highest la b ia l a llite ra t io n .
In a sim ilar way the pattern of liqu id  a l lite ra t io n  
appears to be aligned with the la b ia ls . Dentals exh ibit a 
pattern corresponding to but not as consistent with the 
gutturals.
Tr. and E l. present points of convergence fo r  
gutturals, la b ia ls , and liq u id s . There is  very l i t t l e  
separation among these groups suggesting an o v e r -a ll 
uniformity in  a l lite ra t io n , nothing in  excess. This may be 
a characteristic  o f the e a r lie r  plays or Sophocles'
^SiHuitKtov/ IICKano'S s ty le - (see  Re®ar’ks)
_ 1)4 -
S ib ilan ts  and aspirates comprise the second 
a l lite ra t io n  population which i s  marked by uniformity and 
regu la rity . Aspirates and s ib ila n ts  proceed in  a slow, 
steady, subdued manner up to £h.. and jQ£ at which point 
their previous order f l ip s  (s ib i la n ts  then asp irates) and 
with the same separation proceed apace. This suggests a 
s ign ifican t change in  trend and perhaps sty le . I f  Sophocles 
had lived  to w rite another play one might expect i t  to 
contain more s ib ilan t and le s s  aspirate a llite ra t io n .
Ph. holds the most 'reco rd s ’ in  terms of a llite ra t io n :  
highest la b ia ls ,  liqu id s , s ib ila n ts ; lowest gutturals and 
aspirates. JPfc,. also contains the highest frequency of 
sigma a l lite ra t io n  in  TS.
One observation to emerge from the raw data concerns 
the p o ss ib ility  of a change in  'v o ice ' to accompany a change 
in  'ch a rac te r '. A character may exhibit a unique pattern of 
consonant a llite ra t io n , fo r example, high dentals, low 
la b ia ls .  When that character qua actor assumes another ro le  
his new mask may cover the voice as w ell as the face. In 
th is  way the actor in  h is second appearance may exhibit low 
dentals and more pronounced la b ia ls .  The pattern of 
a l lite ra t io n  demonstrated by Deianira and Heracles in  XtL., 
presumably both played by the same actor, seem to confirm in  
general this observation. However, th is i s  another area for  
future research.
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3.5 SUMMARY 
VCR
Favours consonants; some movement towards vowels with
time.
TS
Low vowels, high consonants
(except Ant. -  high vowels, low consonants)
LE
High vowels, low consonants 
(except Ant, see above)
PW
* TS: low in i t ia l  vowels, high in i t ia l  consonants 
LE: high in i t i a l  vowels, low in i t ia l  consonants 
(some observed changes with time in  TS and LE)
Consonant Group Representation ( in  decreasing frequency)
Liquids, Dentals, S ib ilan ts , Gutturals, Labia ls, 
Aspirates (not a lo t  of separation between s ib ilan ts  and 
dentals; not very uniform; s ligh t  tapering toward end o f 
production which may re f le c t  r is e  in  vowel population)
Proportional Group D istribu tion  Among FP, TS, LE (based on 






S ib ilan ts  TS>FP>LE
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Consonant D istribu tion  Within PW ( i ,  m, f )
Gutturals (m ,i ,f )  i :  TS>FP>LE; f :  TS>FP>LE
Labia ls  (i,m ) i :  TS>FP>LE; m: LE>FP>TS
Dentals (m ,i) i :  TS>FP>LE
Liquids (m ,f , i )  i :  TS>FP>LE; f :  TS>FP>LE
Aspirates (m ,i ,f )  i :  LE>FP>TS; f :  TS>FP>LE
S ib ilan ts  ( f ,m ,i )  i :  TS>FP>LE; f :  LE>FP>TS
3.6 REMARKS
It  remains fo r future research to determine in  what way 
( i f  any) these data contribute to the dating of Sophocles1 
plays. (2 ) At th is time i t  is  only possible to iden tify  the 
points at which th is research may contribute to those 
discussions.
The dates of production of the la s t  two plays, „QC and 
Ph. , are known with certainty. The in fe ren tia l information  
contained in  th is  present research concerns the apparent 
sh ift  toward more in i t i a l  consonants (PW) with time. I f  
th is movement were v e r ifie d  then i t  might be considered a 
c r it ic a l time-dependent index by which the remaining plays 
might be dated using regression  analysis and forecasting  
techniques.
For example, v isual inspection of the data plus some 
preliminary s ta t is t ic a l analysis suggests that the plays as 
f dated1 throughout th is research do not represent the Tbest 
f i t ' .  I f  one were to accept and operate on the increase of
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in i t ia l  consonants as time-dependent then He..’ s position
a fte r Ant. , and, fo r that matter even a fter JJ.., i s  suspect. 
Futhermore:
-T r. and A i. contain highest in i t ia l  vowels (trend i s  
— > high in i t ia l  consonants).
-T r. contains lowest s ib ila n t  group representation
(trend is  — > increase s ib i la n t s ).
-T r . contains highest liq u id  group representation
(trend i s  <—  decrease l iq u id s ).
-T r . contain the lowest proportional representation of 
in i t ia l  s ib ilan ts  (trend is  — > increase in i t ia l  s ib i la n t s ).
-T r . contains high frequency of vocalic a l lite ra t io n
(trend is  <—  decrease vocalic  a l l it e r a t io n ).
-T r. contains lowest sigma a llite ra t io n  (trend i s  — > 
increase sigma a l l i t e r a t io n ) .
-T r. contains lowest s ib ila n t  a l lite ra t io n  (trend is  
— > increase s ib ila n t  a l l i t e r a t io n ) .
Evidence of th is type, plus the previously noted high 
frequency of in i t ia l  z e ta 's  would suggest that He., belongs 
to an ea r lie r  period o f composition and production.
F inally , given th is empirical description of Sophocles’ 
plays and the fa in t whisper of a ’ vo ice’ , the urge, however 
impious and precipitous, to amplify both and in  so doing to
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apply yet another layer of subjective interpretation  upon 
the three d istin ct sty les  of composition as described by 
Sophocles him self is  i r r e s t ib le .
Plutarch ( De pro f. Ch. 7) records that Sophocles
v
described h is works as 1. oafHO  ^ -  bombastic, 2.
TUnpo'/ Mot! w w i ^ o - /  -  harsh and a r t i f i c i a l ,  and 3.
K i l  (bfcAturav/ -  best type fo r expression of
character.
Tradition has in fla ted  th is anecdote into dogma. What 
fo llow s i s  in  no danger of sim ilar elevation.
It  i s  generally  accepted that these three sty les  
suggest a continuous progression in  time, that i s ,  1 moves 
into 2, and 2 develops and changes into 3. This has also  
been taken as a one-way progression. Now, lacking positive  
evidence to support either of these statements, these 
suppositions must be taken as hypothetical, just one 
possib le way of matching play to sty le . It  is  possib le, but 
not necessarily probable.
It  may be equally possib le  that these sty les  are  
independent of time. These remarks, therefore, take stv ie  
as the primary connecting facto r, not time. Futherraore, i t  
can not be assumed that the seven extant plays contain a 
representative of each one of these sty les nor that a single  
work did not contain examples drawn from each sty le .
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One way to assess the plays o f f i f t h  century Greece 
would be along a mute-voiced continuum (based on TS 
a l l i t e r a t io n ) . One extreme would s ign ify  the 
high-mute-low-voiced plays and the other the
low-mute-high-voiced plays. Dramatic comedies would tend to 
cluster round the former and dramatic tragedies the la tte r .  
Both extremes represent heightened or altered speech of one 
form or other.
Thus, the mean would be suspended somewhere between 
these two poles and be represented by dramatic dialogue 
which contains moderate or below average mute and voiced 
a llite ra t io n . It  would sound unadorned, unaffected. The 
spoken word, indeed, would be *](9t KtO'CKCov/ Mote 
f > « A X W I 0 i /  *
A.i.. I t . , and JE1. exh ibit such moderation and may be 
taken as examples o f the sty le  (®>feAtt<iTov/ .
Ant, contains the highest le v e ls  of mute a llite ra t io n ,  
an exaggerated le ve l fo r f tragedy1, without being unduly 
voiced ( ie ,  not highly sigmatic fo r  a l l  i t s  in i t ia l  zetaTs ) .  
These q u a lit ie s  might be taken as bombastic. This argument 
may be extended to include SOL*
This leaves .Eh., and OC to be classed as Kot-c
;i'f ,  in  there are samples of each sty le
among the seven plays. This c la ss ific a t io n , however, need 
not be assigned by de fau lt fo r these two plays contain both 
high mutes and high voiced a llite ra t io n  patterns. As such
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these plays demonstrate a type of dramatic dialogue i f  not 
in  extremis, then perhaps fftwpW note •
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3.7 NOTES
(1 ) The formula for computing the ’ expected* frequency
is
TOTAL INITIAL OCCURRENCE
 ------------- x TOTAL TL = EXPECTED FREQUENCY
PWC
Assuming a cooipletely random distribution  means that a 
le t te r  or group has equal probability o f being found at 
e ither the 1 or i r  position in a TL. Therefore, one 
computed ’ expected’ value describes both positions.
( 2 ) For a succinct review of the arguments, in general, 
see Winnington-Ingram, p. 156 f f .  For In .., in particu lar, 
see the Introduction to Easterling’ s commentary.
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4,1 VOWEL CONSONANT RATIO
The average proportion of vowels to consonants over the
18 plays of Euripides is  given below.
Vowels ( % )  Consonants ( $ )
FP<x> 49.17 50.83
TS<x> 48.99 51.01
The balance always favours the consonants especia lly in 
TS. However, there is  a marked degree of va r ia b ility  and
fluctuation among the plays in terms o f VCR.
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The sheer mass o f data, a simple and direct function of 
the number o f plays, requires a d ifferen t approach in a
attempt to fa c i l i t a te  discussion. The production of
Euripides’ extant, plays spans th ir ty - f iv e  years. The 
follow ing examinations w il l  review, in turn, the plays 
produced in  the f ir s t  ha lf (PH) o f this period ( Rh. . Al e . , 
Med. . Heracl. ,  Hi pp . , Andr. . Heo., and Sup,p. ) and then those 
o f the second ha lf (SH) (El. , HP, Tr. , .IT, Hel. , Ion, Ph. , 
Or., J3g,., JA).
The organisation of the data in this way is  intended to 
help marshal the information. I t  is  not intended to impart 
any in it ia l assumptions regarding early or la te  trends.
During the FH of production f iv e  plays ( Ale . , Med., , 
Her a. e l . , Andr. . and Hec. ) record above <x> FP VCRs. In the 
SH El. , T r . , Hel. , Ion, Or., Ba. , and Jjl have above <x>
VCRs. The highest VCR occurs in  Ion, the lowest in  Rh.
There does appear to be an increase in the over-a ll
proportion of vowels with time.
Considering the TS o f the plays in the FH, a l l  but Rh. 
and Sup p. show above <x> VCRs. In the SH only HP. and Ph.
have VCRs below <x>. As in the FP the proportion of vowels
contained in  the TS appears to increase with time.
There are proportionally more consonants in the TS than 
in  the FP. An exception to this is  Or. There is  not always 
a clear separation between TS and FP (see IA) which
s ign ifie s  more over-a ll uniformity among FP, TS, and LE.
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The greatest FP v. TS differences occur in Sudd. , Tr. ,  and 
Hi. which implies that their respective Li?- are more 
vocalic.
In sum5 then, and considering the whole population of 
le tte rs , the VCR consistently favours the consonants. 
Admittedly the d ifferences are small. But the fact o f their 
variation, the irregu la rity  of the pattern, the sense of 
discontinuity is  worth notice. The vowels chip away at the 
consonant majority during the SI-I o f production. In general 
the proportion of consonants is  greater in TS than FP. One 
is  unable to generalize too much in  th is area because o f the 
marked degree, of fluctuation observed among the plays. At 
th is leve l of review one can not assert with certainty that 
the TS v. FP superiority is  diminishing with time. 
Consider Tr. , IT , Hel. ,  Ion, and Ph. in contrast to Or. , 
Ba. , and IA. The over-a ll pattern of highs and lows seems 
to be matched so as to cancel any cunimulative e ffe c t.
The Tables also contain the DWG, PIJC, and 'j e lis ion  for 
each -play. The <x> amount of FP e lis ion  is  10.81$. In the 
FH Al e . , Hera c l. , Andr .,  and flee. contain above <x> 
e lis ion . Seven out of the ten plays in the SB contain a 
greater than <x> amount of e lis ion . Hel. contains the most 
e lis ion , Rh. the least.
TS, on<x>, contain 11.42$ e lis ion . Proportionally 
there is  more e lis ion  in  TS than FP. Some o f the FP v. TS 
differences are extreme ( la . T r . ) . The leve ls  of e lis ion
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distinguish the TS from LS 
to increase with time.
Examining the VCR in  terms o f the PW shows, as
expected, that the number of in it ia l  consonants is  greater 
than in it ia l  vowels. However, the differences among - the 
individual plays and between FP and TS here are more varied 
and extreme.
In the FP the <x> ra tio  of in i t ia l  vowels to consonants 
(based on PWC) is  28.94# vowels to 71.06$ consonants. In 
the FH of production Heraol .  and Hipp. contain above <x>
in it ia l  vowels. Thus, six out o f the eight plays from the
FH contain above <x> in i t ia l  consonants. During the SH HF,
Tr, , IT , Hel.,  Ph. , O r., and Ba. contain above <x> in i t ia l  
vowels. Conversely only three of the ten plays from the SH 
contain above <x> in i t ia l  consonants.
One may characterise the SH as more in i t ia l ly  vocalic. 
However, i t  is  important to point out that this is  not a 
clear, d iscrete, steady progression but erra tic  and 
variable.
Considering the TS, the <x> PW ra tio  of in i t ia l  vowels 
to consonants is  28.40# to 71-60#. In the FH two plays, 
Heraol. and Hipp. show above <x> in it ia l  vowels which 
means six plays contain above <x> in i t ia l  consonants. In 
the SH a ll  but two plays, Ph. and IA . contain above <x> 
in it ia l  vowels. Therefore, eight out of ten plays from the 
fin a l period contain less than <x> in i t ia l  consonants.
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The amount of e lis ion  appear;A
So the examination in terms of the PWC gives further 
indications that a change in time favours the vowels. 
However, once again, the individual variations among the 
plays and the rocking re la tion  between FP and TS make a 
broad, general statement d i f f ic u lt  to propound. For a ll the 
variations and the apparent trend favouring vowels, the 
re la t iv e  proportion o f in i t ia l  consonants in TS is  the same 
for Rh. , the f i r s t  play, and IA . the last.
4.2 RELATIVE CON SOW AH T DISTRIBUTION
The Tables deta il the d ifferen t group representations 
in re la t iv e  terras, that is , what percent of a ll  consonants 
is  guttural, lab ia l, etc. A b r ie f review of each group5s FP 
v. TS distribution  follows,
4.2.1 Gutturals
, TS contain proportionally more gutturals than FP. The 
d ifferences are small but consistent. In the FH Ale.. , Med. ,
Heracl ■, Hipp. , and Andr. contain above <x> representations
o f gutturals in  both FP and TS, The SH, however, shows a 
decline in  FP gutturals ( HI. . HF. Tr, ,  and Or,.) and in  TS 
gutturals (El*? Til• ? and O r.), Med, contains the largest 
proportion of gutturals (FP and TS), AT (FP) and Rh. (TS) 
the smallest,
4.2.2 Labials
In contrast to the gutturals, the FP contains
proportionally more lab ia ls  than the TS. As before the
differences are nob great but consistent and s ign ify  that
the corresponding LE would be consistently higher than TS in 
terms of lab ia ls . Three plays in the FH ( Rh. T A le. . Hi dp.) 
contain above <x> lab ia ls . Over this same period only the 
TS in  Rh. has above <x> lab ia ls . The frequency increases
in the SH as HF, Tr. , Hel. , Ion, and Ph.. record above <x>
lab ia ls  in both FP and TS. There is  a clear increase in
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lab ia ls  with time especia lly  in the TS. Ph. contains the
largest proportion of lab ia ls  (both FP and TS) and Heracl.
the lowest (FP and TS).
4.2.3 Dentals
On average the TS contain proportionally more dentals 
than the FP, However, this is  the f i r s t  group to display an 
inconsistent pattern in th is respect as Rh. , A le. , Med. , 
Hipp. . Supp., Tr . p and Ba. contain proportionally more 
dentals in the FP than in  the TS. In the FH Heracl.,  Andr. , 
Hec.» and Supp. contain above <x> dentals in both FP and 
TS. 151. } HF, Hel. , Ph. , and IA. in  the SH show above <x> 
dentals for both FP and TS. The balance between FH and SH
appears to be just about even, that is., no appreciable gains
are recorded for this group. But, the renegade seven plays 
(5 from FH and 2 from SH) must be considered and i t  must be 
understood that the LE for these plays w ill  contain above 
<x> dentals. Supp contains the largest proportion, Ba the 
lowest, FP dentals. The greatest proportion o f TS dentals 
is  found in  Hec. , the least in Ba,.
4.2.4 Liquids
The FP contains proportionally more liquids than the TS 
and, thus, lik e  the lab ia ls , is  another group with a more 
pronounced e ffe c t  in  LE. The d ifference between FP and T,3 
is  consistent, and, on average, greater than that observed 
with the mutes.
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In the FH only Heo. contains above <x> FP liqu ids. By 
contrast a l l  but two plays (Med. Hi p p . ) are above < x >  in  
the TS. During the SH greater than <x> FP liquids are found 
in  HF T r .  , IT, Hel. , Or. , and IA. In the TS HF, Tr. , IT. , 
Or. . and IA contain above <x> liqu ids.
There is  a marked increase in liquids from f i r s t  to 
last. However, i t  should be noted that the development in
the FP and the TS is  d is tin c tly  d iffe ren t. The greater TS 
liqu id  representation is  contained in the FH whereas FP 
liquids increase during the SH o f production. The decrease 
in  TS liqu ids over the SH w il l  be o ff-s e t  by a proportional 
increase in  the LE. Or, contains the largest 
representation of liqu ids in  both FP and TS, Ion (FP) and 
Hip p . (TS) the smallest.
4.2,5 Aspirates
The aspirates, lik e  dentals, present another 
inconsistent FP v. TS pattern. On average, and by the
narrowest o f margins, there are proportionally more 
aspirates in  FP than TS. However, Rh.. Med. . Heo. , and HF 
contain proportionally more aspirates in the TS than the FP. 
During the FH Rh., Herac l .,  and Hipp. . show above <x> FP 
aspirates. These plays (and Hec. ) also contain above <x> TS 
aspirates. IT , Ion, and Ba. from the SH contain above <x>
aspirates in both FP and TS. The trend appears to decrease 
and the TS re fle c t  the, most change. Ion contains the 
largest representation of aspirates, Andr. the smallest
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(both FP and IS ) .
4.2.6 -Sibilants
TS always contain proportionally more of this group 
than the FP. The d ifferences, however, vary widely from 
great (T r . ) to small (P h .). During the FH of production 
above <x> FP sib ilan ts are found in Rh., A le . , Med, , 
I-Ieraol. , and Hi dp. Rh. , Med. , and Hi pp . contain
greater than <x> TS s ib ilan ts. Five plays from the SH ( IT f 
Iie l. , „Ion., Ba. , and I A )  exhibit above <x> s ib ilan ts in both 
FP and TS.
FP sib ilan ts apparently decrease from FH to SH. The SH 
TS sib ilan ts display a growth which brings their over-a ll 
representation equal to that found in  FH. The fluctuation 
between FP and TS (implying a corresponding ebb and flow in 
LE), especia lly noticeable in  Hipp . and J r . , indicates a 
variable swing between TS and LE. S ibilants, therefore, are 
not necessarily associated with one or the other o f these 
sections. The appears to be some pronounced development in 
the LE as well as TS. Both these sections vary with respect 
to FP.
The largest proportion of FP s ib ilan ts is  found in  .IT 
(TS III pp. ) , the smallest in Try (TS Hec. ) .
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In sum, then, the consonant groups which display a 
s ign ifican t increase with time are lab ia ls , liqu ids, and 
sib ilan ts. Gutturals, dentals, and aspirates display either 
a re la t iv e ly  constant representation or decrease with time. 
The lab ia ls , liqu ids, and aspirates would appear to be more 
highly represented in  LE whereas the gutturals, dentals, and 
s ib ilan ts are more prominently featured in TS,
4.3 CONSONANT GROUP REPRESENTATION
The rank order for the six groups (high to low) is ; 
liqu ids, s ib ilan ts, dentals, gutturals, aspirates, and 
lab ia ls . Figures H39 and E40 display this information as a 
function of the date of production. There is  not much
separation between FP and TS although there is  noticeable
fluctuation among the plays.
Figures E'39 and E40 catch something o f a general, 
paired e ffe c t. I t  appears as i f  four groups travel in 
pairs, the aspirates with lab ia ls , s ib ilants with dentals. 
As one o f the pair increases in frequency the other
decreases. This phenomenon is  most apparent between the 
s ib ilan ts and dentals from Hiop. to _IA. Moreover, from 
Hipp. to Tr. the dentals are high, s ib ilan ts low. The
inverse relation , that is ,  high sib ilan ts low dentals, is  
observed from AT. to IA. This seems to be a s ign ifican t link 
or interdependence between voiced and mute groups.
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Considering the FP more plays in  the FH display greater 
than average group representation for gutturals, dentals, 
aspirates, and sib ilan ts. In the TS over the same period 
the gutturals, dentals, and aspirates show a greater group 
r e pr e se lit a t i  o n.
In the SH only the lab ia ls  and liqu ids show an 
increased group representation over the FH. The other 
groups either remain approximately equal to their FH leve ls  
(dentals and s ib ilan ts ) or decrease (note aspirates). The 
greatest over-a ll FH v. SH a c tiv ity  occurs in the aspirates 
and sib ilants. Trimeter sib ilants increase in  the SH.
The over-a ll pattern supports the previous observation 
that vowels increase and consonants decrease with time. How 
one begins to iso la te  the spec ific  areas of the change.
One may iden tify  the follow ing as 'groups to watch5: 
liqu ids, s ib ilan ts, and aspirates. However, a group?s 
representative size must be taken into consideration. For, 
any change in  a low-ranked group, such as the aspirates, may 
exhibit an over-a ll n eg lig ib le  e ffe c t. Whereas a change in  
the liquids should be id en tified  easily .
4.3.1 The Gutturals
The Tables and Figures E20 - E37 describe the
d istribution o f the gutturals wi tin  a PW. The raw data 
shows that kappa is  the principal member o f this group. 
Both gamma and kappa occupy a ll three within the PW although 
kappa is  found more in the fin a l one. The rank order of 
d istribution  w ithin 'the PW is  medial, in i t ia l ,  and fin a l.
4.3.1.1 In it ia l -
On average there are proportionally more in i t ia l  
gutturals in TS than FP. The exception to this is  Hipp. in 
which the FP contains almost 1y more than TS. This 
proportional d ifference appears to widen with time. During 
the FH above <x> in i t ia l  gutturals for both FP and TS are 
recorded in A le. , Med. , Heracl.,  Hipp. . Andr., and Supp. 
The SH shows a marked decline in the frequency of in it ia l  
gutturals with only .IA (FP) and Ion. IA (TS) displaying 
above <x> values.
Clearly in it ia l  gutturals are a much more pronounced 
feature of the ea rlier plays. The largest representation is  
found in A le , , the smallest in E l. for both FP and TS. 
F inally, note the extreme FP v. TS differences in Supp. . 
Ion, and Or.
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The FP contains proportionally more gutturals in this 
position than TS except in the case of Hipp . Only Rh. and 
Hec. in  the FH have above <x> medial gutturals for both FP
and TS. In the SH E l. , HF, T r , , Ph. , Or. , and Ba. contain
above <x> medial gutturals (FP). The same plays and IA 
contain above <x> TS gutturals,
4.3*1*3 Final -
On average the TS contain proportionally more fin a l 
gutturals than the FP except for Med, and IA. The FH 
records above <x> fin a l gutturals for FP in  A le. , Heracl. ,
Hipp . , and Andr. The TS fo r  this sane period show above <x>
values in A le. , Heracl. ,  and Hipp. The SH marks a decline 
for FP figures and an increase in the TS with IT., Hel. , and 
Ion recording above <x> fin a l gutturals for the former and 
E l. , Tr. , IT, Hel. , Ion, and Ba. displaying greater than 
<x> values for the la tte r . With respect to the TS, the
greater fin a l representation is  found in the SH. However,
the over-a ll pattern appears to be one of .decline.
.4,3*2. The Labials
The data shows that pi contributes more to this group’ s
appearance. Neither beta nor pi is  found at the fina l
position in a PW. More lab ia ls  occupy the in i t ia l  rather 
than the medial position.
4.3*1*2 Medial «
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4.3.2.1 In it ia l ~
On average there are proportionally more in it ia l  
lab ia ls  in TS than FP. Rh. , Ale. , Heraol.. f Tr. , and Ba. do 
not follow  this pattern. In the FH a l l  but Hipp. exhibit 
greater than <x> FP in i t ia l  lab ia ls . In the TS a l l  but Rh. 
and Hip p . display above <x> frequencies and in the ease of 
Rh. the deviation from the <x> is  very s ligh t indeed. 
During the SI-I there is  a marked decrease in frequency of 
in i t ia l  lab ia ls , E l. ? Tr. , and IA. in FP and E l. and IA. in 
TS display above <x> figures. The highest frequency of 
in it ia l  lab ia ls  is  found in Heraol. ,  the lowest in Or. for 
both FP and TS.
4 .3 .2 .2  Medial ~
Once again on average there are proportionally more 
lab ia ls  in  the FP than the TS. The exceptions are Rh., , 
Ale., j Her a cl ♦ f Th. ? and Ba,* During the FH only Hi pp. 
records above <x> medial lab ia ls  for the FP and Rh. and 
Hip p . for the TS.
The SH picks up considerably with HF, Tr., IT . Hel. } 
Ion, Ph. , and Or. recording above <x> representation in the 
FP. This is  also the case for the TS of these plays and 
includes Ba.
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It  appears that in i t ia l  lab ia ls  decrease and medial 
increase with time.
4.3.3 The Dentals
Tau is  the more frequent le t te r  in this group. As a 
group ' dentals occupy the medial position most, then the 
in it ia l, and fin a l.
4.3.3.1 In it ia l -
There are always proportionally more in it ia l  dentals in 
TS than FP. The size of the d ifference varies from high 
( Med. , HF, IT , Ion. Ph.. and Or.) to low (Andr.) which may 
sign ify  some passing exchange between TS and LE. However, 
the d irection  consistently favours the TS. During the FH 
Heracl. ,  Hipp. , Andr. , Hec. , and Sudd, show greater than 
<x> in it ia l  dentals in  FP. Three plays over the same period 
display above <x> trimeter dentals: Hipp . , Hec. , and Supp.
In it ia l dentals appear to increase over the SH with E l. ,  HF, 
Tr. ,  Hel.,  Ion, and Ba. containing above <x> amounts in FP 
and TS (above <x> TS dentals include IA) . The increase is  
certain ly most pronounced in  the SH TS. Hgl_» contains the 
largest proportion of in i t ia l  dentals, Rh. the smallest for 
both FP and TS.
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The FP contains proportionally more medial dentals than 
the TS, In the FH Rh. , A le . , and Med, contain above <x> 
medial dentals in the FP whereas these three and Heraol. 
and Andr. do in  the TS, During the SH JY.? ,Ph. , and Or, 
record above <x> medial dentals for both FP and TS,
The medial position is  the favoured one with dentals. 
Therefore, any measured increase over time for in it ia l  
dentals would be eclipsed by the comparative slow-down in 
medial representation over the SH,
4,3*4 The Liquids
Hu, rho, mu, and lambda is  the order o f contribution 
within th is group and medial, f in a l, in i t ia l  the order of 
position.
4.3-4.1 In it ia l ~
TS contain proportionally more in it ia l  liqu ids than FP 
on average. The exceptions to th is are Alo. and Heraol. 
During the FH Rh., A le. ? Med. , Heraol. ,  Hipp. . and Andr. 
record above <x> in it ia l  liqu ids in  the FP. The same holds 
for the TS in  a l l  but Rh. Over the SH FP representation 
shows a decline with Tr. , IIe l. , Ion, and .IA registering 
above <x> in i t ia l  liqu ids. On the other hand, the TS 
display a marked increase over the SH as Tr. T Hel_. ? Ion, 
Ph. , O r,, and IA. show above <x> values in this respect.
4.3.3.2 Medial -
The largest representation o f in it ia l  liqu ids is  found 
in  Hel. (FP) and I 'A (TS) , the smallest in HF (both FP and 
TS).
4 .3.4 .2 Medial -
FP leads TS in  proportional representation. The 
exception is  Med, which is  the sole example for either FP 
or TS in  the FH to contain above <:;> medial liqu ids. The SII 
picks up in terms of the FP representation with a ll but Ion 
and Ba. displaying above <x> medial liqu ids, TS do not 
show such impressive gains as HF? Hel.,  Or. , and JA contain 
above <x> amounts,
4.3.4,3 Final -
On average the TS contain proportionally more fin a l 
liqu ids than the FP except for Rh. and Med. In the FI-1 and 
for both FP and TS a l l  but Med. contain above <x> fin a l 
liqu ids. The SH presents a d e fin ite  contrast with HF and 
Or. being the only FP containing above <x> liqu ids in this 
position. TS show a s ligh t increase over the SH. HF7 Tr. , 
Ion. Ph., and Ba. display above <x> amounts.
Liquids is  one of the groups which displays an over-a ll 
increase with time. Most of the gains appear to occur in 
the SH medial position. On the one hand this can provide a 
numerical superiority but the question remains as to whether 
th is would provide a pronounced e ffe c t .
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There is  a remarkable contrast between FP and TS in 
terms o f the in i t ia l  and fin a l positions. In the FP the 
proportional representation of in it ia l  and fin a l liqu ids 
decreases with time. The TS, however, appear to remain 
constant over the same in terva l. The indications for the FP 
and LE, therefore, are fewer words with in i t ia l  and fin a l 
consonants, that is , a movement towards 5openness5.
4.3*5 The Aspirates
Thefca, chi, and phi is  the order o f contribution and 
medial, in i t ia l ,  fin a l the order o f placement for this 
Croup.
4.3.5.1 In it ia l  -
On average the FP contains proportionally more in it ia l  
aspirates than TS, and, s ign ifican tly , on average, th is is  
the only consonant group to be so represented. This is  the 
f i r s t  group to demonstrate a FP preference and consequently 
id en tifie s  i t  as one to watch in  terms of the LE, The 
exceptions to this are A le . , Hipp . , Hoc. , and I A, Over the 
FH and in  both FP and TS a ll  but Heracl. record above ' <x> 
frequencies o f in i t ia l  aspirates. In the SH El_. , HF, IT , 
Or. , -Ba. , and _IA contain above <x> FP in i t ia l  aspirates 
whereas HF. ; IT , Ion, Or. . Ba. , and IA, do in the TS. I t  is  
noticeable that as the individual plays vary from the <x> in 
both FP and TS they do so in rather extreme fashion ( i e , , 
the standard deviation is  some cases is  quite la r g e ).
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The over-a ll trend indicates a decrease with time in FP 
and TS. Hec. contains the largest representation of 
in i t ia l  aspirates, £h_. the smallest in both FP and TS.
4.3.5.2 Medial -
The TS contain proportionally more medial aspirates on 
average. The exceptions are A le ..  Hidp ., Hec. f Ionr and IA . 
In the FH only Heraol. contains above <x> amounts in the 
FP; Heracl. and Supp. do in the TS. The SH picks up fo r 
both FP and TS. The FP medial aspirates show above <x> 
figures for Ul. , Hel. , Ion, and Ph. and in the TS for ILL* > 
In . ,  ML., and £&.
4.3.5.3 Final -
Without exception there are proportionally more fin a l 
aspirates in the TS than the FP. The frequency o f 
occurrences in general is  s ligh t. However, fin a l aspirate 
representation favours the FH for both FP and TS even though 
the largest representation of fin a l aspirates is  found in 
Bgi«
4,3.6 The Sibilants
Sigma, x i, seta, and psi is  the rank order o f 
contribution and fin a l, medial, in i t ia l  the order of 
position for this group. S ib ilants, lik e  the aspirates, 
present a diverse d istribution .
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On average the TS contain proportionally more in i t ia l
s ib ilan ts than the FP, The exceptions, those cases in which
the FP and so necessarily the LE contain more in i t ia l
s ib ilan ts, are Heracl . , Hidp. , Supp., E l.,  and HF (almost 
a ll .* early7 plays). During the FH Rh. . A le. . Heracl. , and
Andr. contain above <x> in i t ia l  sib ilants in  the FP. These 
and Andr. do so in the TS. The SH exhibits something lik e  
a decline in  this respect in the FP as E l. ,  Hel . ,  Or. , and 
IA record above <x> amounts. This trend is  a l i t t l e  less 
-noticeable in  the TS as El . , Hel. . ..Con, Or. , and IA, show 
above <x> figures. The largest representation o f in it ia l  
s ib ilants occurs in  Rh. (FP) and IA. (TS), the smallest in 
Supp. (both FP and TS).
4.3.6.2 Medial -
On average the TS contain proportionally more medial 
s ib ilants than the FP, The d ifferences between FP and TS 
may be s ligh t (Med. and Iiec. ) . Heo. , J.T, Hel. , Ion, Ph. , 
Or. j  and JEA are exceptions to the pattern. A ll but Heo. 
occur in the SH. During the FH and in both FP and TS, a l l
but Rh. and Andr. exhibit above <x> medial s ib ilan ts. The
SH shows a marked decrease over the FH especially in the TS
wherein only Tr . and Ba. contain above <x> amounts. The
FP displays above <x> values for T r. , Ion? ,Ba., and IA .
4.3*6.1 I n i t i a l  -
f d
The FP shows a proportionally greater representation in 
this favoured position than TS. This means that' on average 
the FP and LE contain more fin a l sib ilan ts than the TS. The 
exceptions are Hec. and IT . Also note that in  S u p p . 
FPcTS. In the FH Rh. , Andr . , and Supp. contain above <x> 
fin a l s ib ilan ts in  both FP and TS. Over the SH a l l  but Or. 
and IK record above average representations in both FP and 
TS. HF contains the largest representation o f fin a l 
s ib ilan ts, A le, the smallest in both FP and TS.
In sum there appears to be an increase in fin a l 
s ib ilan ts with time. Moreover, fin a l sib ilants appear to be 
a more pronounced feature of the FP and LE than o f TS. 
There is. a corresponding decrease in in it ia l  and medial 
s ib ilan ts. Both of these positions diplay, on average, a 
larger proportional representation in the TS.
4.4 EXPECTED AMD MEASURED FREQUENCY OF GROUP IH THE
TRIMETER LIES .
The Table contains the information on the expected and 
measured frequencies of a group’ s position within the TL.
A vowel is  twice as lik e ly  to begin a TL as end one. 
The ML position is  higher and MR lower than the expected 
frequency for this group.
4.3.6.3 Final -
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The gutturals show the closest agreement to the
expected values at both positions. For the remaining f iv e
groups (except for the dentals) the ML frequency is  lower 
and MR higher than expected. The measured frequencies of 
dentals at ML and HR are much lower than expected which 
suggests that in i t ia l  dentals must cluster toward the middle 
of the TL.
Curiously the aspirates display the largest measured 
variation  with the MR exceeding the ML by 7.5(3^. The
sib ilants show the least variation  in this respect with the 
MR exceeding ML by 1.56$. This suggests an even
distribution of in it ia l  s ib ilan ts throughout the TL.
The Table also displays a rank ordering o f the 7 
groups. This demonstrates that the ML, for a l l  i t s
discrepancies, matches the rank order o f the expected 
frequencies. The MR order, however, deviates from the 
expected as the gutturals, lab ia ls , and aspirates break the 
rank order.
There does appear to be more va r ia b ility  in in it ia l  
d isposition when moving from le f t  to right in the TL. The 
gutturals and sib ilan ts appear to be more random with no 
favoured location  whereas the lab ia ls , dentals, liqu ids, and 
aspirates show more non-randomness and a favoured location 
within the TL,
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4.5 CONSONANT GROUP ALLITER ATION IN TRIMETER SECTIONS
At this le v e l of examination i t  is  not immediately 
evident that any o f the groups are linked in  a llite ra t io n  
patterns as was expected from the group representation data 
and Figures E39 and E40. In fact Figure E41 displays the 
complexity o f the situation, that is , very l i t t l e  consistent 
separation and much convergence with cross-over among the 
groups. The Table summary somewhat c la r if ie s  the picture.
. At the most general leve l of review the variations and 
in flec tion s  do not appear to be aimed at an internal balance 
between groups within individual plays. That is , consonant 
groups do not appear to strike leve ls  with respect to each 
other within the play ( l i t t l e  interdependence). Rather the 
changes and modulations observed apparently r e fle c t  
individual and independent development with time.
This apparently time dependent aspect of Euripides*
a llite ra t io n  corresponds to the previous (and admittedly
arbitrary) FH v. SII d ivision . Now in this case Euripides’ 
FH ( ’ early*)  plays contain the incidences of high mute and 
low voiced a llite ra t io n  while the SH ( ’ l a t e ’ ) plays
demonstrate the converse. In this review aspirates * behave*
lik e  a voiced group.
High Mute Low Voiced
Med. (gutturals) HF (liqu id s )
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FH Rh. ( lab ia ls )  Heraol, (aspirates)
Heo. (dentals) Supp, (s ib ilan ts )
Low Mute High Voiced
Tr. (gutturals) _IA_ ( l iqu ids )
SH Jlr. ( lab ia ls )  Ba. (aspirates)
Rh, (dentals) IA (s ib ilan ts )
(Rh. and HF are exceptions to the early v. la te  sp l it )
In generalj then, the a ll i te ra t ion  contained in
Euripides* trimeter sections exhibits two movements in 
opposition over time. The f i r s t  is  from high to low
a ll i te ra t ion  involving the mute groups, The second is  a




Favours consonants; may be some movement towards 
vowels with time, '
TS
Low vowels, high consonants
LE
High vowels, lovr consonants
PH
TS; low in i t ia l  vowels, high in i t ia l  consonants
LE; high in i t ia l  vowels, low in i t ia l  consonants
(may be some sh ift  toward in i t ia l  vowels in both TS and 
LE with time).
Consonant Group Representation ( in  decreasing frequency)
Liquids, sib ilants, dentals, gutturals, aspirates, 
labia ls (not much separation; notice some cross-over; some 
paired fluctuations)
Proportional Group Distribution Among FP, TS, LE (based on 







Consonant Distribution in PH ( i ,m , f )
Gutturals (ra ,i, f ) i ;  TS>FP>LE; fs TS>FP>LE
Labials (i,m) is TS>FP>LE
Dentals (m,i) is TS>FP>LE
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Liquids (mf f , i )  i :  TS>FP>LE; f : TS>FP>I,E
Aspirates (m?i ?f )  i :  LE>FP>TS; f :  TS>FP>LE 
Sibilants ( f ?mri )  i :  TS>FP>LE; f t  LE>FP>TS
Note
These gene.r.al expressions are based upon .average
figures and may not hold fo r individual plays. This caveat 
applies to a l l  authors* summaries but none more so than 
Euripides.
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CHAPTER 5 
ARISTOPHANES
5.1 VOWEL CONSONANT RATIO
.The average proportion of vowels to consonants over the 
11 plays of Aristophanes is  given below,
Vowels ( $ )  . Consonants ( % }
FP<x> 50.33 49,67
TS<x> 50.56 49.45
The VCR in  Aristophanes? plays s ligh tly  favour the 
vowels. Ach. ? the ea rlies t play, d iffe rs  from this and 
contains v ir tu a lly  equal proportions o f vowels to 
consonants, P I , , -Eg. , and Th. contain the highest 
proportion of vowels in FP and, therefore, reg ister the 
greatest d ifferences between vowel and consonant
79 -
There are proportionally more vowels and fewer 
consonants in TS which s ign ifie s  more consonants and fewer 
vowels in  the respective LE. Ec. presents an exception to 
th is general observation. However, in this play the FP v. 
TS d ifference is  so s ligh t such that e ffe c t iv e ly  PP~T8=-.LE.
In Aristophanes* plays the d istinction  between FP and 
TS in terms of VCR is  never extreme. The largest d ifference 
is  observed in Lys. and then is  only four-tenths o f one 
percent. . ■
Expressing the VCR in terras of the PW shows that on 
average 69.93$ o f a l l  PW begin with a consonant, 30.32$ with 
a vowel. In most of the plays the TS contain proportionally 
fewer in i t ia l  vowels and more in i t ia l  consonants than the 
FP. The exceptions are Hu., Lys. , Ec. , and P I. In general, 
then, the LE would be proportionally higher in in it ia l  
vowels than their respective TS even though, in  terms o f the 
VCR, the LE contains more consonants than TS,
Three plays, Th. , Ra. , and Ec., form a d is tin c tive  
subset when considering in i t ia l  vowels. A ll three plays 
record VCRs either greater than or equal to the average. 
However, their respective in i t ia l  vowel to consonant 
distributions show the greatest d ifferences. That is , these 
plays contain the lowest representation of in it ia l  vowels. 
The over-a ll tenor of these three is  decidedly more 
consonantal than the ea rlie r  plays of Aristophanes. But,
representation over the TS and LE.
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the implication that his work becomes more consonantal 
toward the end looses some of i t s  force in view of FL? the 
last play and the one containing the highest in it ia l  vowels.
The amount of e lis ion  varies around the averages of 
9• 945 (FP) and 10.355 (TS). Lys. contains the most e lis ion  
( 1 0 ,7 2 # pp} 11.45 TS) and Ach. the least (9.055 FP, 9*325 
TS) .
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5.2 CONSONANT GROUP REPRESENTATION
In order of absolute representation the groups are: 
liqu idsj dentals, s ib ilan ts, gutturals, lab ia ls , and
aspirates. Figures A25 and A26 show a clear separation 
among the groups, that is , each has a unique representation. 
After the early and numerically s ligh t fluctuations there is  
a uniformity o f representation, especially with the
sib ilants. A fter Eg. the liqu ids, dentals, s ib ilan ts, and 
gutturals decline whereas the aspirates and lab ia ls
increase. I t  is  d i f f ic u lt  (as well as premature) bo assign 
a qua lita tive change in s ty le  ( ie ,  a tendency to lower 
consonants and higher vowels) as the apparent f decline’ may 
just be; a recovery to the period prior to Th. , Ra. , and E,c. 
in it ia l  vowel leve ls  discussed in  the previous section.
The measured differences in  the proportional
representation between FP and TS are neither large nor, in 
many groups, consistent. On average the TS contain fewer 
liquids that the FP, Exceptions to this are Hu. and Sc. 
TS, except for those of Eg. , contain proportionally more 
dentals than FP.
Sibilants is  the only group to demonstrate a consistent 
re la tion  between TS and FP. Fewer sib ilants are found in  TS 
than FP, The differences are not great (the largest are 
found in Ecs. , Hu. , and Pax) , however, this does point to a 
consistently higher sigmatic factor in LE.
On average the TS contain more gutturals than the FP 
except for Ach. , Pax, Lvs. , and Ra. in which . the
proportional representation is  less than or equal to the FP.
' The d istribution  o f lab ia ls  between FP and TS is  
v irtu a lly  even. In terms o f absolute d istribu tion  the 
lab ia ls  are uniformly distributed throughout FP, TS, and LE 
in a ll o f Aristophanes* plays. This means that any later
differences between TS and LE must be due to placement 
within the PW.
TS on average contain proportionally fewer aspirates 
than FP with Ach. , Ra. , and PJU proving to be exceptions.
At this absolute leve l of review Aristophanes* use of 
consonants appears to be re la t iv e ly  constant. Differences 
are not extreme and presumably they may be accounted fo r  by 
lin gu is tic , grammatical, and other factors. Individual 
variations among plays and between FP and TS are s ligh t and, 
without applying sophisticated s ta t is t ic a l tests, lead one 
to summarize Aristophanes*s consonant leve ls  as v ir tu a lly  
constant. Given th is apparently smooth surface the
consonant's position within the PW acquires additional
importance.
5.2.1 The Gutturals
Gutturals are found most often in the medial position 
of the PW, then in i t ia l  and fin a l. Of the two le tte rs
within this group kappa occurs with the greater frequency 
and is  responsible for a l l  the fin a l usage.
In it ia l gutturals, on average, show a lower 
proportional representation in  TS than FP except for Aph.
and Ra. The separation between FP and TS in Ecj„. , N,u. , and
Ay. is  extreme and indicates almost a 10$ difference
between TS and LE in  in i t ia l  gutturals. Nearly 5 0 %  o f the 
gutturals in  LE occupy the in i t ia l  position. This is  a 
strong ind icator,which distinguishes Aristophanes* LE from 
TS in terms of gutturals.
The population of fin a l gutturals is  not large and is  a 
feature of TS rather than LE,
5.2.2 The Labials
. Pi is  the predominant member of th is group. On average 
lab ia ls  occupy the medial position. However, Eq. , Ay,, 
Lys, ? Th. Ec.., and P I. contain more lab ia ls  in the in i t ia l  
position. ;
Four fin a l lab ia ls  are found in  Ay. (1. 1395) and Ha.
(lin es  180 and 208), In a ll four cases the word is  the
i  /
same, ujotr , the colorfu l and euphonious command * avast P .  
I t  might be taken as a possible example of the combination
and position o f le tte rs  that act as attention getters. In
■) /
the example from Av.? Peisthetaerus’ uiolT reminds one of 
an unaspirated Hoopee, o&iro<p •
In it ia l labials., on average, are proportionally less 
represented in  TS except for Ach. , Av. , ha. , and Sc. Thus, 
the LE o f the remaining plays contain proportionally more 
in i t ia l  lab ia ls . In th is respect the greatest LE v. TS
differences occur in Hu. and V.
■5.2.3 The Dentals
Tau tops the reckoning in  th is group’ s appearance.
Dentals are found in the medial position more than the
in i t ia l .  The 11-fina l tau’ s arc found in  ha. (1286 f f . )  
and represent a comic onomatopoeia invented by Aristophanes.
Z o f y M . Z L O Q f & X .  Z o $ S V > Z Z d 9 ( b C L  }
This was pronounced by ’ Euripides’ who sought to mimic 
Aeschylus. In the follow-on, Aristophanes invents a similar 
nonsense le t te r  string for ’ Aeschylus’ to deliver riposte 
( &-ec£<.€L€C£(Aunr4 ct '•  B3-r contrast th is string is  more.
c
vocalic, i e . , open, and a parody based on £M<r<rtd a
favourite word of Euripides.
On average the TS contain proportionally more in i t ia l  
dentals than the FP except fo r £. and Eg. This higher 
dental trimeter representation is  a departure from the other 
mutes. In it ia l gutturals and lab ia ls  are more evident in  LE
and are' so often in extreme contrast to TS. The dentals, 
however, do not show such extreme separation. The largest 
differences occur in Pax and Ra. and represent a l i t t l e  
over 2.5$ d ifference between TS and LE. In it ia l  dental 
d istribution , therefore, is  not restricted  to either TS or 
LE within the FP.
5.2.4 The Liquids
The order of contribution fo r  this group is  nu, rho, 
lambda, mu and o f position is  medial, f in a l, in i t ia l .
Liquids, a group with four le tte rs , are the least 
represented o f a l l  six consonant groups in the in i t ia l  
position. The TS, on average, contain more in it ia l  liquids 
than FP except in V,. where the proportional representation 
between FP and TS (and, thus, LE) is  v ir tu a lly  even. The 
largest FP v. TS d ifference occurs in Ra. and that 
s ign ifie s  only a 1.3$ d ifference between TS and LE. In it ia l  
liqu ids, therefore, are rather evenly distributed over the 
play as a whole.
Final liquids are more evident in the LE sections 
except for Ra. which contains 1.25$ fewer than the TS.
5.2.5 The Aspirates
The order o f contribution is  theta, phi, chi, and of 
position is  medial, in i t ia l ,  and fin a l.  Chi, as expected, 
is  the only aspirate found in the fin a l position.
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In it ia l aspirates feature less in TS than the FP* LE 
sectionsj then, are proportionally higher than TS* The 
exceptions are Ach, , Hu* , V.» ? end. P I* This group, lik e  the 
gutturals and lab ia ls , displays some extreme loca lized  
differences. The FP v. TS d ifferences in  Pax*. Lys. , and 
Ra. are quite large and s ign ify  almost T h  d ifference in 
in it ia l  aspirates between TS and LE,
Final aspirates are not common. They do seem to be a 
feature o f LE in the ea rlie r  plays. A ll of the fina l 
aspirates in Ach. are found in LE.
5.2.6 The Sibilants
The order of precedence within this group is  sigma, x i, 
seta, then psi. The order o f position, however, is  not 
d ifferen tia ted  so easily . On average the order may be given 
as fin a l, medial, and in i t ia l .  But, the medial s ib ilan ts 
outweigh the fin a l in Eg. ,
On average TS contain more in i t ia l  sib ilan ts than the 
FP.. However, the number of excpetions ( Ach *, Eq., , Pax,
and P I.) certa in ly res tr ic t any description of th is feature 
as 'general*. This does indicate over-a ll 110n»localized 
variation  between TS and LE, The largest d ifferences 
between TS and LE are found in  Av. , Lys., Th. , and Ra. The 
LE of these plays contain proportionally more in it ia l  
sib ilants than the TS.
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Final s ib ilan ts, on average, are proportionally less 
represented in  TS than.-LE. The f i r s t  four plays, Aoh. , j|£L. , 
Hu. , and V. , contain more fin a l sib ilants in TS. Thereafter
LE shows a proportional increase in  fin a l s ib ilants,
especially in Ay. and Lys.
5.3 EXPECTED A1JD MEASURED FREQUENCY OF GROUPS IH THE
TRIMETER LIME
The Table contains the information on the expected and 
measured frequencj? of a group's position within the TL.
Over 5Op of Aristophanes's TL begin with a vowel. 
Futhermore, a vowel is  twice as lik e ly  to begin a lin e  as 
end a lin e .
For a ll consonant groups the ML frequency is  less than
the Mil. Moreover, the ML is  always lower than the expected
frequency. Gutturals show the closest agreement (a lb e it  
low) with expected values for both ML and MR.
Labials and liqu ids exhibit s im ila r ities  within the TL 
for both expected frequencies and actual dispositions. They 
are found twice as often at the fin a l PH as at the f i r s t  Pli. 
Futhermore, lab ia l and liqu id  appearances as the in it ia l  
le t te r  of the fin a l PW are almost 555 higher than their 
expected frequencies.
Dentals display decidedly unexpected behaviours in the 
TL. The ML and MR frequencies are 8 ,15 and 5.9r 
(respective ly ) below the expected frequency. The dental 
group data shows that th is group has an high in it ia l  
frequency. The measured frequencies of dentals, however, 
suggests a non-random distribution  within the TL and a 
clustering toward the center of the lin e.
Aspirates and s ib ilan ts display the same tendency to 
gravitate toward the end of the lin e. Aspirates are found 
in  this position nearly three times as often as the in i t ia l  
position of the TL. S ibilants are more than-twice as lik e ly  
to do so. Doth groups exceed the expected frequency at the 
MR position and, in  the case o f aspirates, do so by nearly 
4 ,55.
The table also contains a rank ordering o f the 7 le t te r  
groups. In terms o f expected frequencies aspirates are 
ranked below sib ilants. In actual fa c t, both the ML and MR 
frequencies invert this order showing that for both groups, 
and perhaps extending throughout his works, Aristophanes 
* prefers* the aspirates over the sib ilants (the e v il of two 
lessens).
The MR position shows even more deviation from the 
expected order. Only the vowels and dentals appear as 
expected.
5.4 CONSONANT GROUP ALLITERATION IN TRIMETER. SCENES
The Table and Figure A27 present the data describing 
Aristophanes’ consonant a llite ra tio n .
The graph captures the in teraction  among the gutturals, 
lab ia ls , and liqu ids which suggests that these are not 
independent groups in terms of a llite ra tion . High gutturals 
with low lab ia ls  and liqu ids ill response (and the converse) 
is  a pattern o f separation exhibited to some degree 
throughout the period o f production. Dentals, too, re fle c t  
th is interdependence and, in common with the liqu ids, 
exhibit an inverse re la tion  to the gutturals.
Aspirates and sib ilan ts keep approximately the same low 
le ve l o f a llite ra t io n  throughout a l l  the plays. Th. 
presents an exception to th is with 5.415 s ib ilan t 
a llite ra tion .
Some of Aristophanes’ plays contain paired-extreme 
patterns o f group a llite ra tio n : Ach. *** highest aspirates;
Mu. •• highest dentals and liqu ids with lowest lab ia ls ; ¥. 
~ highest gutturals, lowest dentals; Pax - lowest aspirates 
and sib ilan ts; .Ay . - highest lab ia ls , lowest gutturals; 
Til*™ highest s ib ilan ts, lowest liqu ids.
Pax contains the lowest amount of sigma a llite ra tion , 
less than Ip (.,90$ ).
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Dental, a llite ra t io n  is  high throughout Aristophanes' 
period of production. A fter some in i t ia l  fluctuations (note 
the difference between Mu. and X . ) ,  dentals show only 
moderate change. High dentals means more in i t ia l  tau's 
rather than d e lta 's . This could be accounted for by the 
inclusion of more d e fin ite  a rtic les  which might otherwise 
(w ithin a s tr ic te r  metrical scansion, i e . , tragedy) be 
omitted.
VCR
Favours vowels; v ir tu a lly  constant over time.
TS
High vowels, low,consonants 
(not extreme but consistent)
LE •
Low vowels, high consonants
PVJ
TS: low in it ia l  vowels, high in it ia l  consonants
LE: high in it ia l  vowels, low in it ia l  consonants
(greater ;: o f consonants found in tn, f  positions)
Consonant Group Representation (in  decreasing frequency)
Liquids, Dentals,. S ib ilants, Gutturals, Labials, 
Aspirates (marked by unique and uni formm distribution)
Proportional Group Distribution Among FP, TS, and LE (based 







Consonant Distribution Within PW (i ,m ,f )
Gutturals (ra ,i,f) i :  LE>FP>TS; f :  TS>FP>LE
• Labials (m ,i) i:LE>FP>TS
Dentals (m ,i) i :  TS>FP>LE
Liquids (a i , f , i )  i :  TS>FP>LE; f :  LE>FP>TS
5.5 SUMMARY .
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Aspirates (w , i , f )  i :  LE>FP>TS; f :  TS>PP>LE 
Sibilants 1: TS>FP>LE; f : LE>FP>TS
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CHAPTER 6 
THE COLLECTED LETTERS
6.1 ALPHA TO OMEGA '
The co llected  l e t t e r s  of Aristophanes, Euripides, and 
Sophocles are displayed in  the Table. This simple 
tabulation presents the to ta l nuuber o f alpha's, beta 's , 
etc. found in the plays, o f each author. An absolute 
percent representation is  computed and a rank order assigned 
fo r  every le t te r *
This seemingly t r i v i a l  exercise establishes some 
important i n i t i a l  conditions* I t  serves to id en t i fy  areas 
o f  external agreement in terms o f rank order (a r e la t iv e  
measure) and also the internal d if fe rences  as to usage (an 
absolute measure), Consider, fo r  example, delta. A l l  three 
authors 'agree ' in  terms o f  d e l ta 's  rank position  as 16, 
but, the d if fe rences  in  usage, the ir  absolute percent 
representations, are extreme-espec ia lly  between Aristophanes 
( 2 . 6 6/i) and Euripides (3 ,12$) .
. -  94 -
On a none speculative l e v e l , those le t t e r s  agreeing not 
only in  rank but.also in representation (beta, gamma, seta, 
x i j  rho, upsilon, and psi) might be termed ’ stable elements’ 
i f  only' to project against such b a s - re l ie f  the quantity and 
kind o f Tin s ta b i l i t y  * exhibited by the remaining le t t e r s .
■ These three dramatists know the ir  a-h-g’ s, however, 
from this demonstration i t  appears that each has his 
preferred way o f  re c it in g  them. Taking the alphabet in  the 
trad it iona l sequence, Aristophanes, Euripides, and Sophocles 
are in unison up to delta although even from the outset they 
display var iations as to the absolute representations o f 
individual le t t e r s .  The normal sequence may be e.enunciated 
but the emphasis i s  highly individual and particu lar.
Twelve l e t t e r s ,  f i v e  vowels and seven consonants
(epsilon , eta, io ta ,  kappa, lambda, nu, nu, omiltron, pi, 
sigma, tau, and omega) represent points o f divergence fo r  
the authors. That is ,  e ither the rank order or the absolute 
frequency or both disagree. In the cases o f io ta  and mu,
the d if fe rences  in  rank may be as large as 3 or !5 positions
respect ive ly . Thus, even at th is  rudimentary le v e l ,
Aristophanes, Euripides, and Sophocles demonstrate some 
general agreement but more marked personal varia tion . This 
may be taken as an ind ication  o f things to come.
Vowels occupy four of the top f i v e  rank positions for  
a l l  three authors although in  terms o f  posit ion  they * agree* 
only on alpha as Top Le tte r  * The appearance o f  the f i r s t
- 95
consonant among the top f i v e  provides yet another 
in teresting  point o f contrast among the authors. IIu, Top 
Consonant in terms of absolute frequency, i s  ranked fourth 
with Sophocles and f i f t h  with Aristophanes and Euripides. 
This means that the top four l e t t e r  positions are f i l l e d  by 
vowels fo r  both Aristophanes and Euripides whereas only the 
f i r s t  three are vowels fo r  Sophocles. I t  i s  true that 
Sophocles' top ten le t t e r s  contain six vowels and four 
consonants whereas Aristophanes and Euripides show f i v e  
vowels and f i v e  consonants. However, the higher ranking' 'of 
iiu and, therefore, i t s  greater absolute frequency would be 
expected to impart a more immediate and leading consonantal 
e f fe c t .
Positions s ix and seven present more suggestive 
d if ferences, Tau and sigma arc ranked sixth and seventh 
among Aristophanes' co llec ted  le t t e r s .  . Euripides and 
Sophocles, however, reverse the le t t e r s  ranking sigma sixth 
and 'tau seventh. This i s  an important preliminary 
ind ication  o f  both indiv idual d ifferences and a possib le 
Comedy v. Tragedy d is t in c t ion  with respect to these two 
le t te r s .
6.2 TOP CQU SOI I ill ITS
. The consonants s p l i t  in to  two sub-groups ' based upon 
position within a PITs ie .  , i n i t i a l  or f in a l .  The Tables 
present a rank ordering and r e la t iv e  frequency (£ ) o f  the 
consonants found in  these two positions.
Tau is  the top in i t i a l  consonant for Aristophanes, 
Euripides, and Sophocles. They 'a g ree 5 in  i t s  rank and in  
i t s  r e la t iv e  use. As observed before, however, th is  concord 
i s  short l iv ed .  Pi, the next ranked consonant, i s  another 
i l lu s t r a t io n  o f outward conformity with internal variations. 
The d if fe rence  in  the r e la t iv e  frequency between Euripides 
and Aristophanes is  extreme (0.828) and marginal between 
Euripides and Sophocles (1.058).
At third place even the outward conformity is  lo s t .  
Aristophanes and Sophocles display external and internal 
agreement with respect to kappa. However, Euripides, with 
delta, displays qu ite  an emphatic departure in  l e t t e r ,  rank, 
and deployment. Two points must be made.
Even though kappa and de lta  exchange rank positions 
there is ,  nevertheless, some agreement among the authors as 
to the r e la t iv e  i n i t i a l  frequency o f kappa. The d if fe rence  
in  rank but agreement in use i s  not the case with delta. 
The d if fe rence  between Euripides and Sophocles (8 .160) and 
Euripides and Aristophanes (4.21$) oust be taken as a strong 
ind ication  o f  an author's preference at work. However, at 
th is  le v e l ,  these f igu res  represent 'g loba l fa c to r s ' ,  that
is ,  they have been iso la ted  and co llec ted  out o f context. 
Thus, i t  remains to be seen i f  these measured d ifferences  
surface la te r ,  fo r  example, in  trimeter a l l i t e ra t io n .
An intr igu ing  piece o f information contained in  the 
Table concerns 2;-ata and i t s  r e la t iv e  frequency as an in i t i a l  
l e t t e r .  Eeta is" ranked 15th by a l l  three authors. However, 
the d ifferences  among th e ir  r e la t iv e  frequencies are quite 
remarkable and unexpected (Sophocles-*Euripides ~ 6 .7 7 $ , and 
Sophocles-Aristophanes = 14.28$).
These f igu re  are average FP values. Thus, Sophocles’ 
35.20$ i n i t i a l  s e ta ’ s subsumes the fo llow ing particu lar 
information. ■
Relative ' Percent I n i t i a l  Eeta
TS
41 ,38$
4 4 ,4 4 $
These data suggest two paths o f  enquiry, both o f which 
l i e  outside the scope o f  the present research.
Nevertheless, the question m ay be raised and b r ie f ly  








To examine the f ir s t  case, vocabulary, the Oxford 
Concordance Program (OCP) was used to l i s t  every occurrence 
of in it ia l zeta for each author. A type-token ratio (TTR) 
based on the DWC for each play was computed.
The TTR, a numerical expression which is always less 
than or equal to 1.00, is  one of the measures of variation 
in a population of words. A large TTR, that is , one 
approaching 1.00, indicates a vocabulary of many d ifferent 
words (types) which are infrequently used (tokens). 
Conversely, a small TTR describes a population of words 
which are frequently, repeated. Thus, calculating the TTR 
for a collection of words gives one an indication of an 
author’ s variety or repetition.
The OCP data showed that Aristophanes and Euripides 
have comparatively higher TTRs than Sophocles in terms of 
words beginning with zeta. That is , their use of in it ia l 
zeta ’ s re flects a small sample of words which are then 
rarely repeated. Sophocles, on the other hand, employs a 
re la tive ly  smaller vocabulary but more repetition.
I t  v illi be shown in the section on sigmatism that 
Sophocles represents a mean between Euripides and 
Aristophanes. Zeta is  one of the sibilants and as such 
presents a significant departure in Sophocles’ over-all 
pattern. Could this atypical in it ia l zeta be an example of 
received pronunciation? Zeta, a compound le tte r  ( sigma and
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delta  ) f was pronounced ’ ds’ and la te r  as *sd#. ( 1 ) This i s
not the place to examine such issues in d e ta i l .  However; 
the facts  do require some remarks in passing.
The number o f i n i t i a l  sota ’ s found in  Ant. and T r . 
coupled with the fac t  that th is  represents a pattern of 
rep e t it ion  rather than richness in  vocabulary suggest that 
these two plays may have been composed so as to r e f l e c t  the 
accepted or received pronunciation for  seta as 'd s ’ and not 
's d ?. This night place both plays before A j . which 
contains 29-35$ in i t i a l  se ta ’ s in  FP and 25*7'!$ in  TS.
Futhermore; the OCP data from Sophocles' plays reveals 
that the i n i t i a l  s e ta ’ s tend to occur in l in es  containing 
in i t i a l  dentals (d e l ta ’ s and tau’ s) rather than s ib ilan ts . 
This seems to  suggest that any a l l i t e r a t i v e  e f fe c t  
incorporating seta cap ita l ises  on i t s  dental overtones 
rather than i t s  s ib ilan t  aspect.
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6.3 VOIJBL CONSONANT EAT 10
Summary information from the previous chapters is  






Here for the f i r s t  time the individual and s l igh t  
d ifferences  recorded fo r  each author acquire some degree of 
magnitude in  terms o f  d irec t ion . Wow one might consider the 
approximately f i f t y - f i f t y  ra t io  as one tending to or anay 
from either the vowels or consonants. In th is  case both 
tragedians demonstrate a consistent tendency to favour the 
consonants over the vowels, Aristophanes, the so le  comic 
representative, exh ibits an opposite tendency, i e . , favours 
the vowels over the consonants.
In the widest sense this may mean only that one out of 
the three author’ s plays contain proportionally more vowels 
than consonants. However, the fac t that his plays represent
Trimeter Sections’ 





a d i f fe ren t  *foru* from the other two authors nay lend this 
in:formatioii added s ign if iesnee .
The s ign if icance of this d if fe rence  may be further 
examined by reviewing the d is tr ibu t ion  o f  vowels and 
consonants among the FP, TS, and LE. For, i f  consonants are 
connected with Tragedy then how and where do they appear in 
Comedy? Consider the fo llow ing:
Am Eur. Soph,
Vowels FP<TS FP>TS FP>TS
Consonants FP>TS FP<TS FP<TS
These re la tions describe measured e f fe c ts .  Uhr.t follows 
from these are:
Ar. Eur. Soph,
Vowels LIKFPCTS LE>FP>TS LE>FP>TS 
Consonants LE>FP>TS LE<FP<TS LECFPCTS
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In general^ then, i t  appears that the trag ic  trimeters 
contain proportionally more consonants and fewer vowels than 
the LE. However, in  contrast, the comic trim eters contain 
proportionally  more vowels and fewer consonants than the LE.
The LE in  tragedy nay be characterised by a greater 
proportion o f vowels whereas i t s  conic counterpart contains 
a greater proportion o f  consonants. This suggests a 
phonetic mirror-image, and a possible further example of 
comic inversion. Tragic tr imeters are consonantal (c losed ) 
and i t s  LE voca lic  (open ). Conic trimeters are voca lic  
(open) and i t s  LE consonantal (c lo sed ).
There are, no doubt, many complex and highly involved 
explanations fo r  such a measured e f fe c t .  A l l  l i e  outside 
this present research. One general observation must surely 
involve the ro le  of comic parody. The measured e f f e c t  which 
distinguishes trag ic  TS as 'c losed* and LE as 'open' may be 
' i d e a l ' .  There are some exceptions to th is  pattern in 
Euripides to suggest that i f  consonantal TS and voca lic  LE 
Is  a rule then i t  i s  not a hard and fas t  one. The 
d if fe rences, in  fa c t ,  may be simply the natural contrast in 
sounds between that which is  spoken and that which is  sung. 
I f  this were the case then the d ifferences  between spoken 
and sung sections should transcend the dramatic form. That 
is ,  comic LE should be open, too.
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The denied expectancy, one ’ expects’ vowels but hears 
consonants, nay be one radica l le v e l  of conic parody o f the 
trag ic  form, Moreover, i f  trag ic  d ic tion  is  characterised 
by consonants, where better to expose this t r a i t  than in the 
Chorus, the only * speaker* shared by both dramatic forms. 
And, how better to heighten the moment of trag ic  parody 
while lowering the tone ( loading i t  with consonants) in  a 
short space o f time- than by creating b isarre animal choruses 
which in themselves present the potential fo r  unusual 
patterns o f cacophony.
Two further ways o f  viewing the VCR is  in terms o f the 
Ri and the TL, The average percentage o f PI! which begin 
with or (not exclusive) end with a vowel, and s im ila r i ly  for 
consonants, are g iven  below for  each author. The figu res  
for  Tragedy represent combined values for  Euripides and 
Sophocles,
VCR and the Pi!
Vowel; Consonant;
Soph. 3 0 . 2 0  43.90 6 9.80 56.02
Eur. 8.40 4-2.21 7 1 . 6 0  57-7'
Ar. 30.06 45.25 69.94 54.75
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Tragedy 28.95 42.75 7'1.05
Collecting the vowel consonant information and using 
the TL as the basic unit o f measure produces the fo llow ing 
average summaries fo r  each author.
VCR and the TL




5 6 . 9 2  5 8 . 2 0
Ar 54.40 52.08
Tragedy 43.33 : 43-33
45.60 47.92
56.67 56.6?
At the le v e l  o f the PU the separation between Comedy 
and Tragedy is  clouded by the close agreement o f 
Aristophanes with Sophocles. There i s  l i t t l e  to distinguish 
Sophocles from Aristophanes in  terms of i n i t i a l  ( in  fact 
Sophocles leads Aristophanes in  terms of i n i t i a l  vowels) or 
f in a l  vowels ( Pil) .  I t  is  only when Sophocles i s  combined
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With Euripides that Aristophanes, and, therefore, Comedy, 
acquires a degree o f d is t in c t ion  from Tragedy,
The d is t inction , then, must rest so le ly  upon Euripides' 
demonstrated use o f  consonants at the in i t i a l  and f in a l  
posit ion  of a Ph. Perhaps at th is  le v e l  the individual 
d ifferences  occlude what might be general trends.
However, reviewing the TL data, those small, individual 
d ifferences  become magnified and accentuated. Here there i s  
c loser agreement between the tragedians (although Sophocles' 
TL are more 'open' at the end than Euripides') which now 
c lea r ly  distinguishes the trag ic  from the comic trimeters.
In the broadest possible sense, the l ink  between the PH 
and the TL suggested here has to do with the over-a ll  
'shape' o f their  respective  'sounds'. Could the PH in  terms 
o f  'sound' (open v. closed) be a precursor of the TL? Does 
an aspect in miniature become a leading quality  o f the work 
as a whole? I f  so, then I t  might be possible to 
characterise the 'sound' o f tragedy as a movement o f 
phonemes from closed through open and back to closed,
and that of comedy as sa l ly  a fter  sa lly  o f open-closed-opsn 
phonemes.
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One© again the boundary between the ’ id ea lf and the 
’ rea l’ must be acknowledged. Empirical evidence of this 
kind represents a measured and ’ id ea l’ event. The actual 
’ rea l’ e ffec t that the event produces may register solely 
upon a sub~liminal level imparting a dim, inarticulate sense 
of an ultimately elusive ’ flavour'.
6.4 ELISION
Elision in drama is  a device whose sole purpose is  to 
achieve a uniform metrical pattern. (2) In terms of this 
research i t  is  considered a contrivance whose presence 
reduces the vowel population without necessarily altering 
the VCR in the PW. In other words, elision  produces DVJ 
which end in consonants but fewer (a lb e it longer) PWs which 
independently may or may not end in vowels. One expects, 
high elision  to reduce the vowel population but i t  is 
uncertain whether i t  d irectly or indirectly affects the VCR 
in terms of the PV/. However, i t  does seem like ly  that
elision  would increase the frequency of final consonants. 
This possib ility, high elision  resulting in lower vowel 




A r.  9 .94 10.35
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Soph. 11.64 12.17
Eur * 10.81 11.42
Sophocles records the highest figu res  fo r  e l is io n  and 
as such his plays would be expected to contain the lowest 
<x> VCI1 along with a greater representation in  f in a l  
consonants o f the three authors. This pattern is  found not 
in  Sophocles5 but Euripides5 plays. The converse 
proposition, low e l is io n  with an high voca lic  vGil and low 
f in a l  consonants (PW) is  evident in  Aristophanes* plays.
' I t  oust be l e f t  to future research to examine e l is io n  
in  situ to supply the necessary complementary information or, 
the quality  o f  e l is io n  from the context o f the play. What 
has been id en t i f ie d  hero, however, i s  not without import.
E lis ion  is  a. l i t e r a r y  device. I t  also i s  a mark o f
rapid, co lloqu ia l speech expected to be a character is t ic  o f 
<. /
Ol qoKkQL • However, in  th is study, e l is io n  was found to 
be most evident in  the high l i t e r a r y  language and speech of 
Sophocles, Conversely, the comic dramatist, Aristophanes, 
employed the leas t  amount o f  e l is ion . This i s  not to 
suggest that Sophocles sounded ’ low’ and Aristophanes ’ high’ 
to the f i f t h  century Athenian audience but rather to 
i l lu s t r a te  how a s ing le  agent employed by d i f fe r en t  a r t is ts  
produced two dissim ilar e f fe c ts .
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On the one hand, e l is io n  in  tragedy might be valued as 
a point dev ice5 part o f the elaborate design in a l i t e r a r y  
work with a particu lar a r t i s t i c  e f f e c t  in  view. Sophocles* 
high e l is io n  could r e f l e c t  a maximum e f fo r t  to make a word 
f i t  a chooser! standard metre whereas another tragedian, 
Euripides, could have selected another word.
Comic e l is io n ,  on the other hand, might operate on a 
d i f fe r en t  le v e l  altogether. I t  nay be a function tied  not 
to the ’ word* but to the 'character* . Comic e l is io n  could 
r e f l e c t  forms of speech and methods o f characterisation.
6 .5 SPIIUTtJS AS PER
Sn.irifcus as per ( SA) i s  another measurable fac tor  which 
contributes to an author’ s o v e r -a l l  sound. As a breathing 
mark i t  is  primarily associated with the vowels and as such 
should exh ib it the same pattern o f behaviour as the vowels 
fo r  each author. I n i t ia l  rho*s rece ive  a SA. The average 
percent frequency o f SA i s  g iven below. The f i r s t  value 
represents vowels and rho, the second, vowels only.





8.16(7.03) 7 . 8 1 ( 6 . 9 0 )
As expected, Aristophanes, the author with the greatest 
frequency of i n i t i a l  vowels (PH), shows the greatest 
representation o f  SA. I n i t i a l  SA i s  distributed apparently 
evenly between TS and LE in  Sophocles and Euripides. 
However, i t  does appear to be a more pronounced feature of 
the LE in  Aristophanes.
The d ifferences  between Aristophanes and the others for  
SA in general is  due almost en t ire ly  to rho?s contribution. 
The Table of i n i t i a l  consonants records that rho i s  the la s t  
(Sophocles. and Euripides) or second to the la s t  
(Aristophanes) consonant in  terns o f rank. The figu res  fo r  
r e la t iv e '  i n i t i a l  frequency ( 3 ) fo r  rho are:




At . 1.13 .91
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Eho is  not a favourite  i n i t i a l  le t t e r  fo r  any o f  those 
authors. The comic rho does occur with higher frequency and 
greater v a r ia b i l i t y  in  i t s  d is tr ibu t ion  between TS and LE 
and i s  s l ig h t ly  more prominent in  the la t t e r .  This i s  one 
voca lic  e f fe c t  which increases in comic LE. The general 
trend is  the opposite.
Considering SA, then, without rho one observes a le v e l  
o f agreement between Sophocles and Aristophanes which 
corre la tes with their  demonstrated .incidence of in i t i a l  
vowels (P1J). S im ila r i iy .  Euripides5 low7 le v e l  of SA 
corresponds to his low frequency o f in i t ia l  vowels. SA is  
f a i r l y  evenly d istributed throughout tragedy, but, is  
proportionally  more evident in  the comic LE (both with and 
without rh o ) .
6.6  SIDILAHT RIVALRY
‘ This comparative review of the consonant groups is  
sub-divided in to  four categories :
1. Absolute consonant group representation;
2 . Proportional d is tr ibu t ion  among ST, TS, and LE;
3. Po s i fci a n wi th i n th c PI I ; a nc;
4. Consonant group a l l i t e r a t io n  in the TL.
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This f i r s t  category, consonant group representation, 
presents an lowed!ate and c lear ind ication  o f the s ib i lan t 
r iv a lry  among, these three authors. The rank order- o f 
consonant groups based on absolute le t t e r  frequencies ( f )  
fo r  each author ( l i s t e d  in  order o f descending frequency) 
is :
6.6.1 Consonant Group Representation
Ar. Eur. Soph.
Liquids Liquids Liquids
Dentals S ib ilan ts Dentals
o ib ilan ts Dentals S ib ilan ts
Gutturals Gutturals Gutturals
La. dx al 3 Aspirates Labials
Aspirates Labials Aspirates
The ea r l ie r  indications from the co llected  l e t t e r  data 
showed that Sophocles and Euripides ranked sigma above 
Aristophanes, a fa c t  that would lead one to expect both 
tragedians to demonstrate s imilar absolute representations. 
In th is case the internal d if fe rences  between Sophocles and 
Euripides are largo enough to account fo r  th is subsequent 
divergence. This, then, may be taken as immediate and 
general confirmation o f  Euripides’ a lleged siguatism both
ind iv idua lly  and in  terms o f what night be * expected* from 
* tragedy*. S ib ilan ts  and dentals are not the only groups to 
r e f l e c t  Euripides* indiv idual variations. He repeats the 
apparent preference fo r  extreme letter-sounds in the higher 
representation o f  aspirates over lab ia ls .
Throughout th is  comparative review i t  i s  tempting to 
resolve' d if fe rences  along the comedy-tragedy dichotomy. 
But, as in. previous cases (eg. , i n i t i a l  vowels in  the FU) 
sometimes the d if fe rences  between Sophocles and Aristophanes 
are s l igh t  and i t  i s  only with the addition o f Euripides* 
data to Sophocles’ that a d is t in c t  separation emerges
between comedy and tragedy. .
This suggest several possib le explanations. There are, 
no doubt, ' many. However, whatever the explanations put 
forth  here and whatever their  cogency, they are- made in  the 
absence of the detailed information as yet unassembled from 
the extant plays o f Aeschylus, This omission confounds the 
case for  * tragedy* as such. In any contest o f s k i l l  i t  
takes the third t r i a l  to decide the issue. So, too, here. 
Aeschylus* data thrown in to  the balance could prove to be a 
d ec is ive  fac tor . For, i f  he a ligns himself with Sophocles, 
and, thus, in  many ways with Aristophanes, then, for  
example, the d if fe rence  o f consonant le v e ls  between the two 
dramatic forms must be regarded as marginal and perhaps not 
s ign if ican t.  In th is  instance Euripides must be considered 
’ over the top* and profoundly d i f fe r en t  from other 
dramatists and in  a class by himself.
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I f j  on the other hand, Aeschylus and Euripides stand 
apart from Sophocles and. therefore- even further from. 
Aristophanes, then the greater proportion o f  consonants and 
espec ia lly  those belonging to the voiced groups and 
aspirates must be regarded as a deep, structural component 
o f  trag ic  d iction . In th is  case Sophocles, ever 6cIhoA6  ^ > 
would represent the mean proportional between the two 
dramati c forms,
The Introduction gave the reason fo r  excluding 
Aeschylus from th is  research. The fact that sometimes one 
never knows what to expect from research is  both a blessing 
and a curse. From the outset one did not expect the various 
points o f in tersect ion  and agreement to occur between
Sophocles and Aristophanes. These points at once praise 
va r ie ty  and damn d ifferences. Both dramatists have the same 
elements ( l e t t e r s )  at their  disposal yet with s imilar
proportions combine them to construct two d i f fe r en t  e f fe c ts .  
What makes thorn d i f fe r e n t  i s  lipw. they sounded, not What. 
And, lacking o r ig ina l recordings or ear-witnesses that * how* 
always w i l l  l i e  beyond the grasp o f research.
6 .6 . 2  Group D istribution  FP, TS, LE.
Having thus b r ie f ly  considered the absolute frequency 
o f  a consonant group, the next business of order is  the
group*s d is tr ibu t ion  over the FP, TS, and LE. This i s
summarised below for  each author.
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Proportional D istribution FP, TS, Ll
Ar Eur, Soph.
Gut. TS>FP>LE TS>FP>LE TS>FP>L
Lab. TS=FP=LE LE>FP>TS LE>FP>TS
Den. TS>FP>LE TS>FP>LB TS>FP>LE
L iq . LE>FP>T5 LE>FP>TS LE>FP>TS
Asp. LE>FP>TS LE>FP>TS LB>FP>TS
Sib. LK>FP>TS TS>FP>LE TS>FP>L1
Viewed in  th is  way i t  appears that Sophoolas and 
Euripides apportion a l l  s ix  consonant groups in the same 
manner. Their combined resu lts , therefore, w i l l  be taken as 
representing * tragedy* throughout the fo llow ing discussion. 
However, the s i len t  f igu re  of Aeschylus should be remembered 
and the accompanying tables consulted to reveal the exact 
nature o f the s im i la r i t ie s  and the degree o f d ifferences  
among the authors as w e ll as the various exceptions found 
within an author5s indiv idual works.
A l l  three authors display external conformity (but, 
mark the possible cases o f  internal disagreement in  terns of 
the deareo o f group representation) in  the ir  respective  
d is tr ibu tions o f gutturals, dentals, l iqu ids , and aspirates.
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Labials and s ib i lan ts  exh ib it external d if ferences.
In general lab ia ls  are uniformly distributed throughout 
AristophanesE plays. That is ,  there is  no tendency for  
la b ia ls  to appear wore frequently in  e ither the LE or TS. 
However, there are proportionally  wore lab ia ls  present in 
trag ic  LE sections. The number o f trag ic  exclamations which 
contain lab ia ls  could account fo r  th is d if fe rence .
As before, the s ib i lan ts  provide an area of d is t in c t ion  
and disagreement between comedy and tragedy. S ib ilan ts  have 
a greater proportional representation in comic LE than the 
comic TS. Conversely. s ib i lan ts  have a greater proportional 
representation in trag ic  TS rather than trag ic  LE,
I f  i t  were not fo r  the la b ia l - s ib i la n t  var ia t ion  
between comedy and tragedy, one would observe d is t in c t  
spheres o f influence between the TS and LE in  terms o f  the 
mute and voiced consonants. One might suggest, as a 
universal feature o f drama, that mute consonants (excluding 
aspirates) are a feature o f dramatic dialogue and voiced 
consonants ( including a sp ira te s ) . o f  the LE. Once again 
th is  simply could r e f l e c t  a natural d i f fe rence  between 
spoken and sung speech which is  heightened a r t i f i c i a l l y  ' in  
drama.
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6..6-o Group Distribution In The PU
The fo llow ing expressions review the o ve r -a l l  pattern 
in  a l l  three positions ( i , m, f )  o f the PH.
Consonant D istr ibu tion  in PU (both FP and TS)
Ap. Eur. Soph,
Gut. ra s i , f  m , . i , f  n , i , f
Lab, ra, i  °  i,m i,r.i
Don. m,i m,i u , i
Liq. m , f , i  m , f , i  n , f , i
As p. ra s i , f  m, i , f  n , 1 , f
Sib. f  , o , i  f  ,Ri,i f , u , i
0 except Eq.j A v ., Th. , and PI. then i , t i
A l l  of the d ifferences among the dramatists and within 
th e ir  indiv idual plays are subsumed by th is  external 
uniformity. In ©very group, except fo r  Aristophanes'
lab ia ls ,  the rank order of posit ion  in  the PU is  maintained.
The lab ia ls  present a s ign if ica n t  departure. I t  i s  the 
only group o f  consonants to have a greater proportional 
representation in  the in i t i a l  position. Futhermore, th is 
pattern is  observed only in the tragedies and four plays o f 
Aristophanes.
Houy i f  frequent i n i t i a l  la b ia ls  are a character is t ic  
o f tragedy and bearing in  mind the suggestion (see p. / 6 
above) regarding trag ic  exclamations, then an examination of 
sp ec i f ic  i n i t i a l  and f in a l  PU d is tr ibu t ion  over the FP, TS, 
and. LE should reveal the area o f i n i t i a l  la b ia l  
concentration.
Enitial PU D istr ibu tion  FP, TS. LE,
Fur i Soph,
Gut. LE>FP>TS TS >FP>LE TS >FP>L E
Lab. LE>FP>TS TS>FP>LB TS>FP>LE
Den. T8>FP>LE TS>FP>LE TS>FP>LK
J.q, TS>FP>LE TS>FP>LE TS>FP>LE
Asp, LB>FP>TS LE>FP>TS LE>FP>TS
Sib, TS>FP>LE TS>FP>LE TS>FP>L3
i.'.i e
Final PU D istribu tion  FP, TS, LE,
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Gut. TS>FP>LE TS>FP>L ]*’ TS>FP>L
ao.
Den.
Liq. LS>FP>TS TS >F P>L E TS >F P >L E
Asp. TS>FP>LE TS>FP>LE TS>FP>LE
Sib, LE>FP>TS LK>FP>TS ,E>FP>TS
These expressions id en t i fy  the trag ic TS as the sector 
which contains the higher proportional representation o f  
in i t i a l  lab ia ls .  In fa c t  the frequency o f in i t i a l  
consonants is  consistently  higher in trag ic  TS than the LE. 
One expected higher consonantal TS in  tragedy. This review 
has id en t i f ie d  how one pos ition  in the PW contributed to 
that e f fe c t .  The exception to th is  pattern is  the 
aspirates. These exh ib it  a greater proportional 
representation in  trag ic  LE.
The corresponding expressions fo r  Aristophanes provide 
sharp . and perhaps studied contrast. The evidence 
surrounding i n i t i a l  lab ia ls  provides further c la r i f i c a t io n  
o f  an e a r l ie r  observation. Tragic trimeters were found to 
be more consonantal than conic trimeters. Comedy * echos* 
tragedy in i t s  LE. Low i t  appears that tragedy, in  general, 
contains more i n i t i a l  lab ia ls  and that these are more
pronounced in  the TS, Comedy again demonstrates i t s  
a tten tion  and reaction  to such trag ic  deta ils  by deploying a 
greater proportional representation o f  in i t i a l  lab ia ls  in 
i t s  LE.
■ This would bo quite an extraordinary display o f comic 
f ine-tun ing5 that is ,  the so le  in i t i a l  trag ic  consonant 
group being the one group to rece ive  similar i n i t i a l  stress 
in  conic LE. However, the gutturals also exh ib it higher 
proportional representation in conic LE.
At any rate, i t  now becomes evident that one means by 
which Aristophanes achieved the higher consonantal e f f e c t  in  
LB was by employing more i n i t i a l  gutturals and la b ia ls .  He 
also, in  contrast with the tragedians, employed 
proportionally  more f in a l  l iqu ids  in  the LE.
6.6.4 Trimeter A l l i t e r a t io n
A comparative examination o f  a l l i t e r a t io n  in  the TS of 
Aristophanes, Euripides, and Sophocles produces another web 
o f  external agreement with in terna l variations, d ifferences 
in  de ta i l  among the authors, and an apparent agreement in 
p r in c ip le  which distinguishes conic a l l i t e r a t io n  from 
trag ic .
. The average number o f  FH contained within a TL is  an 
important i n i t i a l  condition fo r  such an examination. Fewer 
PW per TL would produce a dense packing o f i n i t i a l  
a l l i t e r a t io n .  Conversely, a TL which on average contained a
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large number o f PU would produce a less dense d is tr ibu t ion  
and the p o s s ib i l i ty  fo r  more separation between similar 
i n i t i a l  consonant groups. The <;:> number* o f PU per TL is  
g iven below for each author.
PU per TL 
Sophocles 5.61
Euripides .5.51
kr 1 s fc oph a no s 5.6 9
Therefore, one may take the ra t io  of FU to the TL as a 
r e la t iv e ly  constant fac tor  among the three authors. Thus, 
whatever the measured indiv idual a l l i t e r a t io n ,  i t  nay be­
taken as distributed over- approximately the same * area* .
The contrast between external agreement and internal 
var ia tions uay .be observed graph ica lly . The individual 
summaries are presented in ser ies  and then a c o l le c t iv e  
three author a l l  plays summary i s  presented.
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This las t  p icture (without ordinate and abscissa 
in terva l markings) - records the authors in immediate re la t ion  
to each other. Size and space res tr ic ted  the amount o f
d e ta i l  possible in  th is  drawing.
Each individual author’ s record confirms the clustering 
o f  consonant a l l i t e r a t io n  in to  three groups: dentals,
g u t tu ra l- lab ia l- l iqu id ,  and s ib ilan t-a sp ira te .  The mass,
c o l le c t iv e  representation, however, d e ta i ls  both the 
quantity and qua lity  of the in terna l variations. The Table
summarises these d if ferences.
From the Tables, graphs, and previous discussions three 
points of in terest emerge.
F irs t ,  certa in  groups exh ib it complementary q u a lit ie s  
with other groups. Ant. . Ph. , and Ay., contain some o f the 
most extreme examples o f  complementary consonants with 
respect to a l l i t e r a t io n  invo lv ing  gutturals and lab ia ls .  
Iligh guttural a l l i t e r a t io n  i s  matched by low lab ia l  
a l l i t e r a t io n  and the converse. In general interdependence 
o f this type has been id e n t i f ie d  w ith in  a play as a unit. 
That is ,  a play may be found to contain an high frequency of 
• a l l i t e ra t io n  invo lv ing  one group as well as very low le v e ls  
o f a l l i t e r a t io n  featuring another (see data fo r  Soph,s 
Ant. , E l. , Ph. ; Eur.; Ph. ; Ar. s IIu. , V. , Av. , T ig ) . 
These represent the extreme cases but they appear to set the 
boundaries and suggest a type of interdependence that may 
a f fe c t  the rest of the plays.
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This balance between groups, which is  espec ia lly  
evident in  the plays of Sophocles and Aristophanes, suggests 
the existence of some external standards or formulae for  
composition which would d ic ta te  the appropriate proportions- 
o f  phonemes, g ive  d irec tions  as to their  d is tr ibu tion , and 
suggest some euphonious mixtures, Whatever the background 
or school o f thought behind the scenes ( i f  any), Sophocles5 
and Aristophanes5 pattern o f  a l l i t e r a t io n  appears to conform 
to some shared understanding o f  complementary re la tions  
which is  espec ia l ly  evident ui th the mute consonants 
(excluding asp ira tes ).  Their individual d if fe rences  may be 
considered var ia tions  on a set theme or pattern,
Euripides, in  contrast to th is, exhibits  a d i f fe r en t  
pattern o f  a l l i t e r a t io n  and presents the second point o f 
in teres t .  As noted above, Hh. contains an high-low l ink  o f  
lab ia ls  and dentals. Such a pattern is  not found in  his 
subsequent plays. Whether or not th is marks a de liberate  
break with trad it ion  is  open to question. Euripides 
apparently treats  consonants and groups independently and 
show l i t t l e  tendency to balance or p a ir -o f f  groups. His 
le v e l  o f d i f fe r e n t ia t io n  appears to operate along a 
mute-voiced axis. Against that background Euripides 
exh ib its time-dependent change. There is  a noticeable 
progression from minimum to maximum voiced a l l i t e r a t io n  
(including asp irates) with time, and, conversely, fron 
maximum to minirmi nute al 1 i te ra t ion .
12
Suoh ad. hoc observations may stand or f a l l  with further 
research and refinement. How over,, i t  i s  yet  another 
ind ication  o f  Euripides* f otherness* and Sophocles* and 
Aristophanes* 1 sameness*.
This concord between Sophocles and Aristophanes, 
however, is  one o f q u a l i ty . That is ,  when one considers 
kinds of a l l i t e r a t io n  and, there fore , questions o f  qua lity , 
Sophocles and Aristophanes display s im i la r i t ie s  that 
transcend th e ir  respective  dramatic forms. However, when 
one reviews these same data in terms o f  ou ao t itv . Sophocles 
quits Aristophanes and stands alongside Euripides,
The one l in e  o f  argument (qu a lity )  does not negate the 
other (quantity) but serves to  h igh ligh t the va r ie ty  o f 
expressions, whatever the qua lity  o f the expression, the ir  
respective  quantit ies  conform to d e f in i te  formal 
character ist ics , that is  the proportion o f mute to voiced 
a i l i t e r a t i o n.
I lute v. Voiced A l l i t e r a t io n  (;,)
mute Voiced ( in e l .  aspirates)
g o  P it. 60.85 21 .2 5
li.ur 60.04
Ar /; on 0 4 * oo IT. 55
;ecn 60,
High conic mutes is  an empirical character is t ic  which, 
in  part, r e f le c ts  higher frequency o f in i t i a l  tau’ s. This 
could bo explained by the presence of more d e f in ite  
a r t ic le s .  Low trag ic  mutes, in  part, incorporates the 
previously noted high la b ia l  a l l i t e r a t io n .  Therefore, a 
greater representation o f  la b ia l  a l l i t e r a t io n  must be a 
d e f in i te  pattern germane to tragedy.
S ib ilan t and aspirate a l l i t e r a t io n  is  responsible for  
the high trag ic  voiced a l l i t e r a t io n  and, thus, becomes the 
ultimate statement o f s ib i lan t  r iv a lry .  However, having 
established th is  d if fe rence  in  quantity one must consider 
the d ifferences  in  kind.
One method o f  determining th is  i s  to examine the 
a l l i t e r a t io n  data fo r  ’ runs’ , that is ,  1 , 2 ,  or 3 TL in  a 
series  which contain 2 or more i n i t i a l  s ib i lan ts .  Such a 
cursory examination -shows that such s ib i lan t  runs in  
Aristophanes arc rare and are found in only three plays 
(Ay.* ° 435-8, 1513-35, 1626-30, 1642-8, 1603-5; Th. :
514-6, 599-601 , 870-2, 095-6; j ja * : 109-10, 470-3, 1152-5,
1401-2).
dLO
Compere; bl e examples from Euripides plays are too 
numerous to d e ta i l  here. One example may serve (JAi 
407-1 5p 513-4, 632**51 6?4-7, 601-4, 932-5, 996-8, 1142-5,
1153“ 9 p 1217- -23 , 1414—8, 1 545-8) .
Sophocles again presents a mean between these two 
extremes. Itis plays contain, examples o f  s ib i lan t  runs,
however, they appear to be meted out with s e le c t iv e  
a tten tion  and res tra in t .  Hi* contains the la rgest 
representation o f  s ib i lan t  a l l i t e r a t io n  and the fo llow ing 
runs: 550-3 , 803-6, 884-6, 1021-8 , 1223-6, 1244-5, 1319-21 ,
1431-7*
The most in terest ing  o f  these examples in context is  
Heracles9 speech (qua dcus ex machine. 1431-7). In view of 
the bias to regard such an highly s ib i lan t  passage as 
graceless and disagreeable coupled with Sophocles9 obvious 
aversion to saddle individual characters with ouch sounds, 
i t  does seem surprising that he would apparently v io la te  
both these 9 ru les9 at once and in  th is context.
However, i f  one could hear this as Sophocles, himself, 
meant fo r  i t  to be pronounced ( 19Speak the speech, X pray
you, as 1 pronounced i t  to you, tr ipp ing ly  on the tongue;11) ,
one could decide i f  such a passage were abrasive or
sonorous. And, perhaps i f  i t  were delivered with s ta te ly  
measure, i t  could be both imposing and impressive, thereby 
characterising strength and d ign ity , truly godlike 
qu a lit ie s .
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6.7 SPITTING IMAGES: ’ EURIPIDES’ ON-STAGE
The allegations of Euripides’ excessive sigmafcism now 
may be examined in the ligh t of various empirical evidence 
produced from this research. At every level of review, from 
crude le tte r  count to trimeter a llitera tion , Euripides’ 
proportional representation of sigma's and, therefore, of 
sibilants, always exceeds those of Aristophanes (ranging 
from 2-3$) and Sophocles (.5-1$). The only index in which 
Euripides loses his superiority is  the one measuring the 
final position in the PW. In this case the proportion of 
final sigma’ s in TS displays close agreement among the three 
authors with Sophocles in the lead (Soph,: 46.85$, Eur.:
46.60$, Ar,: 46.04$). .
This is an isolated example because in the main
Euripides’ plays contain proportionally more sigma’ s which
are found in consistently greater representation in one part 
of the play (TS) and, within that part, frequently occupy a 
specific position in the PW ( in it ia l )  thus providing the 
conditions for significant sibilant a llitera tion  (TL),
In this way and through the computer’ s ’ ear’ one may 
’ hear’ Euripides and account him highly sigmatic. This
empirical evidence corroborates the judgement of his peers. 
I t  is one thing to judge him thus; i t  is another thing to 
characterize him so.
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Thoro are three comic oharacteri%afcions o f ’ Euripides’ 
i l l  Aristophanes’ plays; A oh. , Th. , and Ra. Reviewing each 
characterisation separately and then summarizing the data 
produced a composite picture of ’ Euripides’ . This type of 
examination was carried out on ’ Dionysus’ and ’ Aeschylus’ as 
they appeared in  ila.
. An exact one-to-one correspondanoe between Euripides 
and ’ Euripides’ could not be expected g iven the disparate 
sample sixes. In fa c t ,  looking at ’ Euripides’ individual 
appearances, i t  seems as i f  Aristophanes iso la ted  and 
emphasised two d is t in c t ly  d i f fe r e n t  aspects o f  Euripides’ 
’ vo ice-prin t *. In Th. i t  appears as though Aristophanes
focused on and stressed Euripides’ voiced (e spec ia l ly  
s ib ilan t  and asp irate ) character is t ics . In Ha. he 
emphasised the mute q u a l i t ie s  (e sp ec ia l ly  the gutturals and 
la b ia ls ) .  The former may have been a comic characterisation 
and the la t t e r  a conic parody o f a ’ t r a g ic ’ character.
The composite *Euripides’ , then, presents pronounced 
extremes in  mute and voiced categories . Aristophanes, 
therefore, nay have perceived Euripides to be not only 
excessively s ib i la n t  but also i n i t i a l l y  guttural and la b ia l .
VJhen weighing ’ Euripides’ performance against that o f 
’ Aeschylus’ , ’ Aeschylus’ outperforms ’ Euripides’ in  toms of 
i n i t i a l  gutturals, dentals, aspirates, and s ib i lan ts  ( PU) .  
The length of both characters’ speeches does not favour 
a l l i t e r a t io n ,  nevertheless, ’ Aeschylus’ manages to pack In
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more instances of voiced and guttural a llite ra tio n  than
v i n  D i c e s
•It was noted previously that I n i t i a l  lab ia ls  (FW and 
TSA) are a feature o f tragedy. High i n i t i a l  gutturals were 
found in  Ant, ,  OT. and DC. High in i t i a l  la b ia ls  and 
gutturals are noted features o f  conic LE, The appearance o f 
lab ia ls  in  comic LE might represent a parody o f  tragedy 
(e sp ec ia l ly  Euripides), How th is evidence o f  i n i t i a l  
gutturals in  ?Aeschylus5 speech coupled with Sophocles5 
s e le c t iv e  use o f i n i t i a l  gutturals suggests two things: 
f i r s t ,  that gutturals and guttural a l l i t e r a t io n  i s  a 
pronounced feature o f Aeschylus* plays and, second, i n i t i a l  
gutturals and guttural a l l i t e r a t io n  in  comic LE i s  an added 
dimension o f comic parody o f  tragedy.
Data was co llected  on 'Dionysus5. I t  was thought that 
he would provide a useful third proportional to set against 
5Euripides5 and 5Aeschylus5. Aristophanes would not have to 
make 'Dionysus5 conform to any known figu re . 5Dionysus5, 
however» i s  a complex character in  Ha* and one that 
undergoes several transformations fro;.' f i r s t  entrance to 
f in a l  ex it .  Treating him, then, as one, consistent speaking 
character from beginning to end might mask any changes to 
h is 5vo ic e -p r in t5. With th is consideration the data for  
'Dionysus5 was co llected  In two parts: part one, up to the
parabasis, and. part two, the agon scene.
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From this data i t  i s  clear that 9Dionysus9 voice breaks 
during the parabasis. Up t i l l  then he was characterised by 
open (v o ca l ic )  sounds, high e l is ion ,  and average or below 
comic indices for  PU placement and a l l i t e r a t io n .  However, 
a f te r  the parabasis 9Dionysus9 adopts a much more sfcylisied 
and 9 tra g ic 9 tone o f vo ice , that is ,  fewer vowels, less  
e l is ion ,  almost 45 more in i t i a l  gutturals and la b ia ls ,  and 
generally  mors in i t i a l  consonants (e spec ia l ly  dentals, 
l iqu ids , and s ib i la n ts ) .  I t  appears, in  fa c t ,  that by the 
end o f  the play sDionysusv not only chooses 9 Aeschylus9 as 
the best .tragic poet, but voca lly  im itates him as w e l l ,
130
ll bo es
(1) Sidney Allen, Vox firaeca, Cambridge, 1974.
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Scriptor Incertus
Entia non sunt multiplicanda praeter necessitatem.
William of Occam
L’ Itymologie est une science dans laquelle les 
voyelles ne comptent pour rien et les consonnes 
pour tres peu.
Voltaire
There are three lands of l ie s : lie s , damned
lie s  and statistics.
Benjamin Disraeli
POSTSCRIPT
Many strange things emerge from this reseach; the 
strangest of these is man’ s speech* Man has taught himself 
speech and employed i t  to express his wind-swift thoughts. 
These expressions vary from individual to individual in 
terms of matter (subject) and manner (s ty le ).
Those attributes have been objects of c r itica l analysis 
through the ages. This research suggests that there is 
another attribute to the expression of man’ s thoughts and 
that is  the sound of i t .  This often has been neglected or 
dismissed for reasons and problems even a computer is 
hard-pressed to resolve. But, now i t  does appear as though 
the. sound of the expression may be of primary importance. 
And, i t  is possible that, through a careful and systematic 
examination of sound effects , f i f th  century Drama may lose 
some of its  ’ greekness’ and acquire more of its  greatness.
However, at this point, to move from general greatness 
to iiie particular Greek genius in terms of a positive 
identification  of the ’ l io n ’ would be precipitate. 
Individual portraits or ’ voice-prints* of Aristophanes, 
Euripides, and Sophocles have taken shape during the course 
of this research. These illustrations, however, should be 
taken as broad outlines with some fine detail and viewed as 
cartoon impressions rather than ones with the fu ll stamp of
-  132 -
character.
Tiiis summary review focused on the letters and words in 
their plays. I t  remains for separate, lengthy, and detailed 
work to re-attatch these significant findings to the body of 
their works. In this way a unique portrait of an artist, 
one that embodies subject, style, and sound, impossible at 
f ir s t  may be drawn at last.
Such future work, of necessity, w ill involve much 
sophisticated sta tis tica l analysis and as such may acquire a 
l i f e  and language of its  own. Great care and deliberation 
should be taken at the outset in selecting the sta tis tica l 
tests and methods such that chi is  not eclipsed by
chi-squared. That is , s ta tis tica l tests, both parametric 
and non-parametric varieties, are performed on a population 
of numbers or numbered events. The Introduction and Chapter 
2 described some of the d iff icu lt ie s  inherent in numerical 
analysis of letters which are essentially magnitudes. This 
means that some tests may be used which result in
'significant* differences in s ta tis tica l terms but would be 
damned lie s  in literary  ones.
Nevertheless, some s ta tis tica l analysis must be
considered not only to answer questions raised in this
research but also to satisfy those c r itics  who would neglect 
or dismiss these effects as mere sound, irrelevant, and 
immaterial.
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However, even the simplest of explanations should be 
said once and forgotten. For in the actual presence of
these plays, the theatre, vowels count for nothing and
consonants for very l i t t l e .  In performance they are the 
elements in a strange and grand design which gives voice to 
man’ s thoughts.
This work has provided some material support for the 
arguments o f nature ( ) and convention ( ) ,
These two extreme positions may be aligned on an open-closed
axis with open, voca lic , ordinary speech tending toward the
natural pole and the closed, consonantal, forcefu l speech 
the other end, convention. Such modern, computer-generated 
evidence merely illu s tra tes  the point made by Demetrius:
Smoothness o f composition (such as is  employed 
particu larly by . the followers of Isocrates, who avoid 
the concurrence o f vowels) is  not altogether suited to 
fo rc ib le  language. In many cases greater force w il l  
resu lt from an actual c lash ing... the very clang of 
clashing vowels may be held to make a sentence more 
fo rc ib le . On S tv le . 299.
Testimony from both ancient and modern c r it ic s  on the 
question o f sigmatism was reviewed. In this case the 
several examples o f sigmatism, so many hoary chestnuts qua 
bolts o f lightning, were once again ro lled  out and cracked. 
The fru it  o f this examination was a much fu lle r  explanation 
o f sigmatism in general.
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The h is torica l evidence, summarized by Scott (1908), 
presents the case for sigmatism which is  always j j i  extremis 
and in iso la tion . In this way Aristophanes’ extreme cases 
may outnumber Euripides’ . However, i t  did not take computer 
assistance to v e r ify  that a l l  o f Aristophanes' examples 
occur in the LE sections o f his plays. Such pronounced 
loca lized  e ffe c t  should deny any charge of excessive 
sigmatism in view o f the larger, m itigating factor o f comic 
parody.
.Ill extremis one might say that a l l  authors' are
excessively sigmatic. But, at that leve l i t  is  almost
certain ly a product o f s ty le  or convention. However, 
Euripides is  sigmatic not only but s m . average.
This suggests that both conventional and natural sigmatism 
is  an essential characteristic o f Euripides' plays.
One fee ls  that this research ends just when things are 
getting in teresting. I f  that is  a general sensation then* 
perhaps, this project has succeeded. For,
. . . in  every systematic treatise there are two 
requ isites: the author must f i r s t  define his subject,
and secondly, though this is  rea lly  more important, he
must show us how and by what means of study we may
reach the goal ourselves. 'Longinus', De Subl. I ,
135 -
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